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In this issue...

More than 50 guests gathered in the Salisbury 
Cathedral School Chapel to celebrate the launch 
of the new Pipe Dreams fundraising campaign. 
The campaign aims to raise enough funds to 
renovate and repair the school’s Peter Collins 
Pipe Organ and create new organ scholarships 
for pupils in the Upper Prep, school years 7 and 
8. The school also plans to make the renovated 
organ available to children from other schools 
who need an instrument to learn on.

A series of short presentations covered the 
importance of music at Salisbury Cathedral 
School, the history of the school’s Peter Collins 
Pipe Organ and the repairs needed. It is estimated 
it will take up to two years to raise the £41,000 
required to fund the work to the organ and the 
proposed scholarships.

Salisbury Cathedral School purchased its Peter 
Collins Pipe Organ in 2006 from the Royal School 
of Church Music (RSCM). 

Clive Marriott, Head Master, said ‘It is very 
important to ensure our new organ scholarship 
programme offers parity of opportunity for boys 
and girls in respect of our world famous Cathedral 
choristers. It was only 31 years ago, in 1991, that 
seventeen girls arrived at Salisbury Cathedral 
School to create something truly unique. They 
were to be the first girls’ Cathedral choir in the 
UK operating on parity with the boys, and with 
an independent foundation for funding support. 
Today, with our new organ scholarships, we 
continue this tradition of supporting women in 
the traditional realm of church music.’

Pictured: Seated, Sam Bristow, Assistant Organist with John 
Challenger, Assistant Director of Music (right) and David 
Halls, Director of Music

Pipe Dreams  
launch event 

Plus

Cover background

The Royal Hospital School, Suffolk, has honoured 
the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee with the installation 
of a large Royal crown made out of willow.

Story and image, plus further Platinum Jubilee 
coverage from around the nation, pages 4-7.

Willow tribute
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 questions students should be asking

24  Profile 
 in conversation with Daniel Berry

Is Your School Mentioned?

36  Lessons from the Fast 
 a head’s personal experience

38  Census 
 the sector in numbers

39  Going Co-ed 
 two more schools make the move

12  Facing Up to Issues Around Consent 
 challenges for schools & society as a whole
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See you in September!
This combined June/July issue is our last for this academic year. We’ll be back in September. 
Enjoy your summer!
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Princess Royal’s former 
school celebrates 
Benenden School, Kent – which 
educated HRH The Princess Royal 
– enjoyed a whole School street 
party in honour of The Queen’s 
Platinum Jubilee.

Her Majesty The Queen is the 
boarding school’s most famous 
former parent, having chosen 
Benenden to educate her 
daughter, HRH The Princess 
Royal, in the 1960s. The School 
is honoured that HRH The 
Princess Royal is now the School’s 
Founders Patron and President of 
The Benenden Society.

Headmistress Samantha Price said: 
“We are incredibly proud of our 
association with the Royal Family 
and we would like to congratulate 
Her Majesty on her magnificent 
70-year reign. As a girls’ school 
we regularly aim to inspire our 
students with strong female role 
models and I can think of no 
better example than Her Majesty 
to inspire the next generation of 
young women.

Students were in non-uniform 
to raise funds in aid of Ukrainian 
refugees. 

Garden sanctuary
Norwich High School for Girls, 
Norfolk,  have recently renovated 
a building which previously 
housed the nursery into a high 
tech fitness suite. This, coupled 
with an overhaul of the outdoor 
decked area to a new wellbeing 
area, has been welcomed by all 
pupils and staff alike. 

At recent break and lunch times, 
students have gathered for 
Sisterhood programme activities 
which include: mindfulness 
colouring, glass painting, 
friendship bracelet making and 
board games. 

The beautiful surrounding gardens 
have proved a sanctuary to many 
over the past weeks and the 

school wanted to officially name 

the new wellbeing and fitness 

area. It was only fitting therefore 

that the Jubilee Gardens were 

officially opened last month (May) 

with royal cake, bunting and 

commemorative badges.

Phone kiosk adopted
Sarum Hall School, London,  
has adopted a decommissioned 
phone kiosk just off England’s 
Lane as part of BT’s ‘Adopt a 
Kiosk’ scheme.

Locals can look forward to 
regular changes in displays at the 
phone box as pupils showcase 
their artwork, initiatives and 
campaigns.  

The First exhibition was 
Platinum Jubilee themed, and 
opened just in time for the 
celebrations.  

Future visitors to the Sarum Hall 
kiosk can expect to see artworks 
by Sarum Hall girls, as well as 
other types of work. The School 

plans to have regularly changing 
displays of work throughout the 
year.      

Headmistress, Miss Vicky Savage, 
said: “All of our staff and 
students are very excited about 
adopting a phone kiosk in the 
heart of our community. It’s a 
wonderful way of preserving 
our street heritage, while giving 
us the opportunity to show 
everyone what our school is 
all about. Our plan is to have 
a rolling display of works and 
initiatives by our students in the 
space. We can’t wait to bring 
some of the Sarum Hall magic to 
our neighbours.”

Pictured: Head Vicky Savage and Community & Partnerships coordinator Carly Burrows with pupils

1952-2022
THE QUEEN’S 

PLATINUM JUBILEE
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Inspired garden
RGS Worcester pupils were 
awarded ‘Highly Commended’ 
by judges for their Royal Jubilee 
inspired Show Garden, at this 
year’s Royal Horticultural Society 
Malvern Spring Festival.

With the title ‘Her Majesty’s 
Adventures in Wonderland’, the 13 
RGS pupils and budding gardeners, 
put the Show Garden together 
with support from teachers at the 
school. The pupils, who are all 
members of the RGS Gardening 
Club, have been working hard over 
the past six months to design and 
nurture plants, to ensure they were 
ready for their garden at the show 
last month (May).

This garden brought together 
Her Majesty the Queen’s love of 
gardens and her Buckingham 
Palace Garden Parties alongside 
an Alice in Wonderland theme, 
creating a magical garden called 
‘Her Majesty’s Adventures in 
Wonderland’.

Not only did the garden link to 
Her Majesty the Queen but also 

to the School, as The Alice Ottley 
School which merged with the 
Royal Grammar School in 2007, 
had direct links to Lewis Carroll, 
hence the elements of ‘A Mad 
Hatter’s Tea Party’. Carroll was a 
family friend of Alice Ottley, the 
first Headmistress of Alice Ottley 
School, and would come to the 
School to give lectures and tell 
stories to the girls. Miss Ottley 
named one of the first School 
Houses, Carroll.

The garden showcased a variety 
of plants; strawberries, lettuce, 
cucumber, tomatoes, herbs as well 
as more ornamental plants, and 
thanks to Year Seven pupil Roxy, 
pupils were able to get some of 
the Queen’s favourite flower, Lily 
of the Valley.

The keen young gardeners were 
also thrilled to meet Royal visitor, 
HRH The Princess Royal, Princess 
Anne at the show, who spent time 
talking to the group about the 
garden and giving it the royal seal 
of approval.

Chefs uncover lost relics
Two Taunton School, Somerset, 
chefs have unearthed a haul of 
historical finds in the school 
grounds, including a Victorian 
Jubilee medal, after taking up 
metal detecting during the 
pandemic.

Neil McKellar and Peter Council, 
who between them have worked 

in the school’s kitchens for over 30 
years, were delighted to discover 
their own Jubilee memorabilia as 
the country celebrates the Platinum 
Jubilee, including a farmer’s token 
from 1649 and the Golden Jubilee 
token from 1887, which was given 
to local residents by the Mayor of 
the town at the time.

PA’s garden party
Yorkshire’s Ashville College 

celebrated the Queen’s Platinum 

Jubilee with a garden party in 

its grounds organised by its new 

parents’ association.

Hundreds of pupils, parents, staff, 

friends, and alumni attended the 

event and were entertained by 

the world-renowned Carlton Main 

Frickley Colliery Band.

The band, which has a worldwide 

following, shared the musical stage 

with Ashville’s own Soul Band and 

Junior and Piccolo Choirs, under 

the direction of the College’s 
Director of Music, Miss Anna Wilby, 
and the Music department.

Staged by the New Friends of 
Ashville, the College’s parents’ 
association, the afternoon also 
featured traditional sports day 
games plus a couple of unusual 
ones - welly wanging and 
space hopper racing – a Pimms 
and mocktail bar, tombola, 
face painting, craft stall, and 
The Woodland Trust stand. A 
traditional cream tea was served 
throughout the afternoon.

mailto:afternoon.ads@independentschoolsmagazine.co.uk
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Objectively and creatively 
planning for your future 
infrastructure investment
It is not uncommon to find 
that a thriving school needs to 
create new accommodation for 
evolving needs, or in response 
to unexpected demands. This 
often leads to decisions made 
with the pressure of expedience, 
a pre-allocated CAPEX budget 
or restricted space within which 
to provide new buildings. Being 
rushed into a decision rarely leads 
to a successful outcome which 
is why making time to clearly 
understand the strengths and 
weaknesses of the current campus 

can create the breathing space to 
plan for future opportunities.

A Master-Plan can be as detailed 
or light-touch as a school needs it 
to be and every school or trust will 
use it in different ways, but the 
main principles are for it to:

1. Identify the shortfalls in 
both quantity and quality 
of the current facilities, by 
assessing the current spaces in 
comparison with an objective 
guidance document such as 
the Building Bulletins or with 
a school’s own target-brief of 

what it aims to provide for its 
pupils and staff.

2. Explore a range of options for 
addressing any or all of the 
shortfalls identified in Stage 
1 which will likely include 
suggestions for repairs and 
remodelling of individual spaces 
or departments, relocation of 
activities to different areas of 
the campus, sensitive extensions 
to existing departments, 
and perhaps entirely new 
construction projects in an 
appropriate and well considered 
location, all of which should 
also enhances the quality and 
character of the school.

3. The delivery of individual 
projects is likely going to be 
undertaken in distinct phases 
of relocation, construction and 
demolition, and the Master Plan 
should provide a reasonably clear 
programme and sequence for 
how to minimise disruption to 
the activities of the school.

4. The proposals and programme 
will allow a budget-estimate 
process to be undertaken, 
considering all aspects of the 
construction including utility 
service upgrades, temporary 
works and  inflation which 
will assist in planning future 
CAPEX budgets and fundraising 
activities.

Working with a local Architect such 
as Plan A UK Ltd who are based 
in Surrey should be a positive 
and interactive engagement that 
draws on the fundamental site-
knowledge of the school’s staff, 
pupils and parents in balance 
with the Architect’s role to assess 
arrangements objectively; and at 
the end of the process the school 
will have a clearly presented 
document that will offer comfort 
in knowing that fewer decisions 
about the infrastructure of the 
campus will need to be rushed.

Extract from a Master Plan, illustrating areas of remodelling and new-build within a phased 
construction sequence….and linked to a more detailed written and numeric assessment

New events venue and visitor lounge for a private school, whose site was agreed in an earlier 
master-plan to ensure it was constructed in the most effective location and with minimal disruption

Willow 
Crown
The Royal Hospital School, 
Suffolk, honoured the Queen’s 
Platinum Jubilee with the 
installation of a large Royal crown 
made out of willow.

Pupils across the year groups, 
and members of staff from RHS 
worked together over several 
weeks to create by hand a 
‘Wildlife Willow Crown’. Filled 
with wildlife friendly flowers and 
plants, the crown is located at the 
front of school, in recognition of 
Her Majesty The Queen’s 70 years 
of service to the nation.

Harriet Barber, Head of Art at 
Royal Hospital School, said: “We 
wanted to create something 

visual, fitting, eco-friendly and 
memorable to recognise The 
Queen’s Platinum Jubilee. Our 

pupils and staff have really 
enjoyed weaving the crown, 
and this in itself has brought 

some wonderful and mindful 
discussions about The Queen and 
her 70 year legacy.”

Pictured: The wildlife willow crown art installation with RHS pupils and Head of Art at RHS, Harriet Barber

Contact Plan A UK Ltd: 01428 609 899 | mail@planauk.com | www.planauk.com

Advertorial Feature

mailto:mail@planauk.com
http://www.planauk.com
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 Letters to the Queen
The Gower School, London, 
Jubilee celebrations began in 
the morning with a live musical 
performance outside the school 
gates. Two jazz musicians played 
lively tunes on the banjo and 
clarinet as The Gower School 
primary children arrived dressed in 
the official colours of the Jubilee 
and the Union Jack. The children 
listened, danced and sang to 
the music before taking part in 
special lessons themed around 
the Queen’s upbringing, life and 
service to the United Kingdom. 
The children crafted their own 
bunting, created collage portraits 
of the Queen, and designed 
their own special stamps for 
the Jubilee. Finally, each child 

handwrote and posted letters to 
the Queen containing personal 
messages of gratitude.  

In the afternoon The Gower 
School children and their families 
gathered for an afternoon 
of country fête style fun to 
commemorate the occasion. 
Partygoers met a spectacular array 
of activities including bouncy 
castles, maypole dancing, face 
painting, pin the tail on the corgi, 
arts and crafts, bubble-making, a 
school-wide Bake-Off competition 
with a royal theme, and so much 
more! It was a lively and exciting 
affair, and children had plenty 
of fun taking part in all the park 
activities.   

Pictured: Miss Emma Gowers, founder and Principal of the school, presents the Royal Bake Off award

Wildlife haven 
An area of a school in 
Worcestershire is being turned 
into a haven for wildlife and an 
outdoor learning space after the 
planting of hundreds of trees 
to mark the Queen’s Platinum 
Jubilee.

Abberley Hall School has received 
400 trees from the Woodland 
Trust as part of the Queen’s 
Green Canopy scheme. Children 
from the age of four have been 
helping to plant them.

Mike Raven, Head of Outdoor 
Education at Abberley Hall, 
said: “We wanted to join in with 
the Green Canopy scheme to 
celebrate the Queen, but there is 
more to it than that – this is a 
multi-faceted project for us.

“The scheme is great for teaching 
outside the classroom, which 
is a key part of our ethos at 
Abberley Hall. We see outdoor 
teaching not as something that 
we tokenistically tag on to our 
curriculum, but as being every bit 
as important as what our pupils 
learn in the classroom.

“We already have a lot of mixed 
woodland on the campus which 
this will add to. We had a field at 
the bottom of the campus next 

to a lake available and agreed 

with the estates manager that we 

could use that.”

Trees planted as part of the 

scheme include willow, rowan, 

oak, wild cherry and hawthorn.

“The oak will tolerate the heavy, 

clay soil that we have here, but 

that is obviously a slow-growing 

tree, so we also have some fast 

growing species like willow, 

which we can use to teach 

weaving, wild cherry, which will 

provide fruit for birds and which 

we can also use for timber for 

fencing and making dens,” said 

Mr Raven. 

“The hawthorn is good for voles 

and mice and the rowan will 

attract butterflies, so we have 

the benefit of both growing 

raw materials for projects and 

attracting wildlife, which the 

pupils can learn about.”

The saplings have also led to a 

second project called the Jubilee 

Wood which has been planted 

with species including hazel, 

blackthorn, crab apple, elder 

and dog rose to attract foraging 

wildlife and pollinators.

Pupils at the double
While flying the Union Flag 
and hanging out the bunting in 
honour of the Queen’s 70 years 
on the throne, the pupils at 
Highfield and Brookham Schools, 
Hampshire, put their best feet 
forward for a sponsored walk 
in aid of Highfield Highreach 
Holidays.

Joined by parents, grandparents, 
school staff and assorted four-
legged friends – many bedecked in 
patriotic red, white and blue – the 
willing walkers raised  £1,420 for 
the school’s charity which provides 
week-long residential breaks for 
children and young adults with 
physical and learning disabilities.

The Highfield children walked 
up to 5k through the school’s 
expansive woodland while the 
younger pupils at Brookham did 
their bit for the cause over a much 
shorter but equally enjoyable 
route.

Children had set the patriotic 
scene by making colourful flags, 
bunting and snazzy crowns.

And Brookham children were 
also in fine voice for an outdoor 
concert in front of parents and 
grandparents before heading out 
on their fundraising walk, which 
finished with a jubilee tea at the 
Oak Leaf Café.

mailto:Caf�.ads@independentschoolsmagazine.co.uk
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When a school really is a charity

A few weeks into the summer 
term, 10 Ukrainian refugees joined 
the RGS Worcester Family of 
Schools with no fees, just as other 
independent schools have taken 
in Ukrainian pupils. They joined 
us because they need to receive 
an education and return to some 
kind of normality in their lives. 
They joined us from all over the 
Ukraine – Kharkiv, Kyiv, Odesa – 
names that are now known across 
the world for truly dreadful reasons 
for their communities. These pupils 
are unbelievably impressive: they 
are resilient, proud of their country 
and determined to learn. They have 
been through hell – there is no 
other way to describe it. They are 
fearful for their families and they 
have seen things no child should 
ever have to see. Their journey to 
England has been fraught with 
bureaucratic restrictions and a lack 
of guidance or language support.

We have pupils in Years Seven, 
Nine, Ten and the Lower Sixth (Year 
Twelve) as well as at our Junior 
Schools. They need varying levels 
of support and we have an older 
Ukrainian student helping them 
in class and offering language 
assistance. This student, when 
asked about her home in Ukraine 
gave the haunting reply, “I have 
no home, it is no longer there.” 
Our Admissions meetings were 
emotional and we all shed a tear 

about the families’ experiences, but 
on her first day, our new Ukrainian 
Year Ten pupil said she had “the 
best day at school ever”.  

We arranged a series of ‘get-
togethers’ for Ukrainian families 
and their hosts in the local area. 
We worked with the local news to 
advertise the event and welcomed 
18 families and their hosts with 50 
people in total. We did this because 
it had become clear that these 
families had no way to connect – 
they have social media but needed 
to meet up, share experiences and 
get a sense of the community 
around them. We will be running 
this event regularly for as long as 
it is needed and encourage other 
schools to do the same.

Like so many schools, we ran a 
Ukraine Appeal during the Spring 
term, and our pupils raised over 
£10,000 straight away. After Easter, 
three of our Support staff (pictured 
below) travelled out to the Ukraine/ 
Romania border where, working 
with a local charity, they used the 
funds to purchase items needed 
for a children’s hostel there, run by 
volunteers for refugees. They were 
able to make the money go a long 
way and provide direct benefit to 
people who have lost everything. 
Their 3,000+ mile journey was paid 
for by the School staff and their 
vehicle was provided free of charge 
by a local car company. This way 
all of the funds raised by the pupils 
would go on aid. The Support staff 
were overwhelmed by how grateful 
the volunteers and refugees were 
for their help.

These actions are being mirrored 
across the country in education, 
business and more widely in our 
communities. Just as during the 
height of the Covid-19 pandemic, 

in facing the conflict in Ukraine, 
people across the UK are coming 
together to help in whatever 
ways they can. In the early stages 
of Covid, our school like so 
many other independent schools 
responded to the PPE shortage 
in the NHS by producing face 
visors in our DT departments and 
scrubs in our Textiles department; 
the Science department donated 
over 300 safety goggles. We took 
in Key Workers’ children during 
‘lockdowns’ so that the NHS 
and the supply chain could keep 
operating. Our alumni raised 
hardship funds and our pupils 
continued with their charity 
fundraising in ever more creative 
ways. In one year alone, the RGS 
Worcester Schools raised £22,000 
for different charities while also 
helping the local foodbank and 
providing for local charities in 
other ways.

What are charities for? They are 
for helping people and particularly 
those in urgent need. Charities 
can respond quickly to immediate 
crises when governments seem 
hamstrung by bureaucracy. 
Charities can make a genuine 
difference on the ground, with a 
‘ripple effect’ helping more and 
more people. Charities change 
people’s lives for the better. They 
bring people together through a 
common purpose and let those in 
need know they are not forgotten 
or lost.

So our schools are genuine 
charities. Quite apart from the 
extraordinary outreach work and 
state partnership schemes that exist 
across the independent sector and 
which continue day-to-day and 
grow year on year and on their 
own more than justify charitable 

status, our schools respond to 
crises swiftly and effectively and 
help other people.

RGS Worcester works with over 50 
local primary and secondary state 
schools, improving opportunity for 
thousands of children. We share 
our resources with local clubs and 
societies, promoting sport and 
culture locally. We train teachers in 
digital technology and helped local 
state schools with online learning 
during the pandemic, including 
providing iPads to a local primary 
school. We even brought digital 
learning to children in a school 
in Ghana with which we have a 
local link. As one of the oldest 
schools in the world, we have a 
duty to the local, national and 
even international communities. 
We want our pupils to grow up 
knowing that they must support 
others, just as they would expect 
support and assistance if and when 
they are in need.

When we are told that independent 
schools should not be charities 
because they are only for the 
privileged, perhaps we should 
not only be demonstrating our 
charitable benefit in terms of 
bursaries and accessibility, and 
our outreach and partnership 
work, extremely impressive though 
they are. Perhaps it is time that 
there is some recognition for the 
extraordinary good will of our staff, 
pupils, parents and former pupils 
to respond in time of crisis, just like 
all good charities do, when others 
need our urgent help.

All schools across the country have faced very considerable challenges 
over the last few years, of that there is no dispute. But these 
challenges have really made us reflect upon our charitable benefit. 
The pandemic and the recent conflict in Ukraine and our responses 
have demonstrated why our schools are charities and that what we 
do makes a very real and direct difference, says headmaster of RGS 
Worcester John Pitt...

Pictured: John Pitt is Headmaster of RGS 
Worcester and Executive Head of The RGS 
Worcester Family of Schools

Pictured: Steve Bradley, Keith Breese and Paul Green – driving the mission to support Ukraine

We combine people and technology to take the hassle away from schools and
colleges running transport in house. We save money for schools and colleges

while improving the experience for their parents and students.

School transport, made easy.

zeelo.co/schools

Get in touch with our school transport specialists  |  education@zeelo.co  |  0330 818 8828  |  zeelo.co/schools
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As the trusted leading provider of 

examinations and assessments for 

pupils transitioning from prep and 

junior schools to senior schools, 

ISEB is using its unique place at 

the heart of independent school 

assessment to offer innovative 

new assessments for the future. 

Among the first collaborations 

will be a series of improvements 

to ISEB’s Common Pre-Tests, the 
adaptive online admissions tests 
taken by pupils as part of their 
application to independent senior 
schools in the UK. 

Julia Martin, ISEB CEO, said: 
“The coming together of our 
two companies is fuelled by 
our shared aim of improving 
outcomes for all children. By 
harnessing our heritage and 
expertise in assessment design, 
and CENTURY’s award-winning 
AI learning technologies, we 
are uniquely placed to develop 
assessments that support the 
progression of pupils not only in 
the UK, but globally.” 

The changes to the Common 
Pre-Tests will launch in September 
2022 and will focus on enhancing 
the test and reporting experience, 
improving accessibility for 
different learning needs, and 
broadening the data and insights 
available to schools on pupils’ 
skills and abilities. The four-

module structure of the tests 
(Maths, English, VR and NVR) will 
remain the same.

A brand-new ISEB Admin Portal 
will also be available in September. 
Parents/guardians will register 
pupils for the new Common 
Pre-Tests – this will no longer be 
done by the senior school. This 
change will reduce the amount of 
administrative work involved for 
schools as parents will only need 
to register their children once, no 
matter how many schools they are 
applying for. It will remove the 
need for multiple codes, simplify 
the process for SEND and remove 
the need for paper-based Centre 
Declaration Forms.

Priya Lakhani, Founder CEO of 
CENTURY Tech, said: “We are 
excited to bring our experience in 
building cutting-edge technology 
in the learning and assessment 
space to our partnership with 
ISEB. The sector has been loud 
and clear about their expectations 

for the future of assessment 

technology, and we are proud to 

make this a reality with ISEB.”     

Julia Martin added: “Our 

partnership isn’t about creating 

just one new test; it’s about 

exploring the innovative use 

of cutting-edge education 

technologies to transform 

education and assessment for the 

future. Watch this space.”

Visit ISEB’s brand-new website to 

find out more: www.iseb.co.uk/cpt.  

You can get also in touch with 

ISEB at pretests@iseb.co.uk if 

you’d like to learn more, become 

a pilot school, or make an enquiry 

about the Common Pre-Tests.

ISEB and CENTURY Tech:
Improving the Common Pre-Tests 
and innovating digital assessment
The Independent Schools Examinations Board (ISEB) recently announced 
a long-term strategic partnership with educational technology specialist 
CENTURY Tech, an award-winning team of experienced teachers, 
neuroscientists and engineers that specialise in AI and digital learning 
technologies. The two companies will combine their complementary 
expertise to develop and deliver a range of innovative, holistic education and 
assessment products, underpinned by scientific research and utilising world-
leading technologies, designed to help teachers and learners succeed.

Advertorial Feature
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It’s...Where Champions Play.
Taraflex® is the most widely specified indoor 
sports surface in the world. Chosen by 
top international athletes for its’ unique 
construction and technical performance, 
it has been fitted at every Olympic Games 
since 1976.

Taraflex® provides industry leading 
innovation, delivers optimum safety 
and comfort for all users, and is widely 
recognised and installed in the education 
sectors. Over 6 million pupils everyday enjoy 
the benefits of Taraflex® sports flooring.

COVER EVERY 
INCH OF 
THE HALL.

+44 (0) 3332 412 901

contractuk@gerflor.com

www.gerflor.co.uk

CONTACT US FOR A FREE SITE SURVEY

Kingham Hill, Chipping Norton

Newnham essay ~ 
college responds
Newnham College, Cambridge, 
excluded independent school 
students from entering its 
annual Essay Competition this 
year, allowing entries only from 
the maintained sector. 

ISM asked the College to 
explain thinking behind this 
change; whether it has been 
considered a success; and 
whether such discrimination 
features in other areas of 
college life such as admissions.

This is the response received:

 “For the last 150 years, 
Newnham College has been 
seeking out and supporting 
academic talent.

“The goal of the Essay Prize is 
to help prospective students 
understand the requirements 
of a university-style essay. 
This initiative has proved 

increasingly popular, with 
more than 1,300 entries last 
year. Marking the work of this 
number of students is not 
sustainable for us. 

“Because of resource 
constraints, the College made 
the decision to provide the 
Essay Prize as an outreach 
educational activity for 
students in the maintained 
sector, which has felt the 
impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic significantly, and 
which is less resourced as a 
whole. This will allow us to 
offer detailed feedback on a 
university-style essay to the 
entrants, and the prizes will 
now be shared between the 
winners and their schools.

“The deadline for entry to the 
Essay Prizes was 11 March 
2022.

King’s House School, London, 
welcomed the England Rugby Senior 
Men’s training squad to their Sports 
Ground for a two-day training camp 
last month (May).

The squad met ahead of their tour 
to Australia in July.

Pupils from Years 3 to 8 at 
King’s House were able to watch 
an open training session. They 
were joined by students from 
local schools who use the Sports 
Ground, including Chiswick 

School, Hammersmith Academy, 
Kew College, St James School for 
Girls, St James Prep School and 
West London Free School.

The session ended with a group of 
students from King’s House and 
Hammersmith Academy enjoying a 
coaching session from the England 
Rugby coaches.

Mark Turner, Head of King’s House, 
said: “Watching the England squad 
train has been really exciting for the 
boys and staff here.”

Pictured: England’s lock or blindside flanker Maro Itoje signs autographs

England rugby 
stars train
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Facing up to issues 
around ‘consent’

The recent Ofsted inquiry into 

sexual abuse in schools, produced 

some shocking, if maybe not 

unexpected, findings. In response 

to this, it asked schools to ‘reinforce 

a culture where sexual harassment 

and online sexual abuse are not 

tolerated’. It also recommended ‘a 

behavioural approach, including 

sanctions when appropriate’ as the 

way to manage this.

This is very thin advice indeed.

Schools already have wide-ranging, 

and resource-heavy, responsibilities 

to keep children safe, stretching 

far beyond the teaching day. 

Safeguarding teams are reaching 

into children’s homes and having 

to monitor and negotiate a variety 

of ever-evolving online behaviours. 
Guidelines this school year, 
September 2021, placed an emphasis 
on mobile technology as a vector for 
sexual violence, and the expectation 
that schools can and should police 
this. Amidst all of these complex 
systems to process safeguarding, 
and with local authorities as under-
resourced as ever, the inquiry’s advice 
might be seen as well-meaning if it 
were not so oblivious to the scale of 
the problem. 

Teaching consent, as a part of 
students’ mandatory Relationships 
and Sexual Education, would not 
appear to be something that one 
should complain about. However, 
a lack of consent is abuse, and it is 
usually this - what abuse looks like; 

how to recognise non-consent; and 
environmental risk-factors that lead 
to non-consensual contact, or abuse 
– that is the focus of attention. 
And it’s possible that teaching 
consent could easily collapse into 
the simplicity that made teaching 
children not to experiment with 
drugs into something of a joke. ‘Just 
say no, kids!’, as if that really was 
the answer for everything disruptive 
and dislocating and challenging that 
young, vulnerable people might be 
experiencing. 

The government’s “Relationships 
Education, Relationships and 
Sex Education (RSE) and Health 
Education” guidelines, asks that 
schools teach ‘how people can 
actively communicate and recognise 
consent from others, including 
sexual consent, and how and 
when consent can be withdrawn 
(in all contexts, including online).’ 
Of course, this is premised on 
the idea that we have a shared 
understanding of consent, and that 
we have all seen this modelled in 
ways that make such a teaching 
moment meaningful. Unsurprisingly, 
this premise is not true.

Consent has shades of meanings – 
legal, political, social, moral, ethical – 
and can be experienced in different 
ways. For example, democracies die 
when consent is withdrawn - when 
the electoral losers do not consent 
to relinquish power, or when those 
in power do not consent to be held 
accountable to the rules they make 
for everyone else. When the most 
powerful men in our society - and 
it is nearly always men - have the 
privilege of being able to assume 
that their consent is conditional, 
and they are rewarded for this, then 
we have modelled and encouraged 
incentives that promote non-
consensual behaviour and the 
exercise of the power of privilege. 

For a good many, that might sound 

like something to aspire to.

How does this relate to schools? 

Consent is the exercise of power, 

and power is contested. Politicians 

are often seen as hypocrites because 

their need for power is greater than 

any principle they might have to 

cross; however, sexual violence is 

no different – it results from a need 

for power that is greater than any 

restraining moral principle or other 

social norm. 

Mediating power is key and schools 

can make a difference by creating 

structures and expectations that 

move beyond reactive behavioural 

sanctions. Students should see 

power modelled equitably, and moral 

authority and action invested equally 

in women as much as men. Students 

should have access to power – to sit 

on teacher interview panels; to meet 

with teachers to examine curriculum; 

to have a voice in the day-to-day 

decisions that impact them; to 

be engaged in school’s strategic 

planning – because this teaches 

practical democratic consent, it 

redresses power imbalances between 

adults and students (students give 

consent to school policy decisions), 

and it provides opportunities to build 

social and emotional skills, which 

help young people to connect and 

empathise with each other.

The moral responsibility of school 

leaders is, therefore, not just to be 

arbiters and enforcers, but also to 

be facilitators and risk-takers. We 

must create cultures where power is 

distributed, and political and social 

consent is exercised and explored. 

With these shared models and a 

shared language, we can tackle 

sexual violence with one voice. 

The challenges schools face in tackling sexual violence - challenges 
that reflect wider societal issues - are immense, says  Barry Mansfield, 
Director of Halcyon London International School...

Barry Mansfield, Director of Halcyon London International School. https://halcyonschool.com

Staff from West House School, 
Birmingham entered a team in 
this year’s Great Birmingham Run.

The team consisted of teachers, 
support staff, old boys and 
even the chair of governors.  
Participants could run either 10k 
or half marathon distances.

Mr Alistair Lyttle, headmaster and 
participant said: “We are forever 
encouraging our pupils to keep 
active and work as a team and set 
themselves personal challenges 
so we decided we need to 

actively demonstrate these 
qualities ourselves. It seemed 
fitting to do this during the year 
that Birmingham is hosting the 
Commonwealth Games which 
promises to be a fantastic event 
that will take place on our 
doorstep”

He added: “Support from the 
school community has been 
fantastic and many of the boys 
were along the route cheering 
us on, which really spurred our 
runners on.”

Great run

https://halcyonschool.com
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Cross-sector research partnership 
The Girls’ Schools Association 
has established the UK’s biggest 
cross-sector research partnership 
in single-sex girls’ schools.

The newly incorporated research 
group is a unified partnership 
across the independent and 
state sectors; it will steer 
analytical data collection across 
the whole sector to present a 
nationwide understanding of 
girls’ educational experiences 
and examine what enhances or 
diminishes girls’ development in 
schools, annually.

The year’s research will provide 
welcome focus to the experience 
and outcomes of disadvantaged 
students and students with 
Special Education Needs and 

Disabilities (SEND) from single-sex 
girls’ schools.

Donna Stevens, GSA CEO, said: 
“GSA’s mission is to fuel future 
generations with an education 
that understands, and is built for, 
the female experience. I’m thrilled 
to establish and mobilise this 
cross-sector research group - the 
biggest of its kind – so we can 
listen carefully and closely to girls 
and deliver on our commitment 
to give them voice and priority in 
education.”

The working steering group 
is: Fairfield High School for 
Girls, Harrogate Ladies’ College, 
Hayesfield Girls’ School, Moreton 
Hall, Norwich High School for 
Girls GDST, Redmaids’ High 

School, St Anne’s Catholic High 
School for Girls, The Henrietta 
Barnett School, and Wimbledon 
High School GDST.

Clare Wagner, Head at The 
Henrietta Barnett School said: 
“The Henrietta Barnett School 
is delighted to be part of this 
cross-sector research partnership. 
Having worked in single-sex girls’ 
schools in both the independent 
and state sectors, I know we have 
a great deal in common and also 
that we can learn much from 
each other. I am sure that this 
year’s research on the experience 
and outcomes of disadvantaged 
students and those with SEND will 
lead to a deeper understanding 
of how we can support these 

students in our schools and 
how much being in a single-
sex environment can improve 
the educational experience and 
outcomes for them.”

Fionnuala Kennedy Head at 
Wimbledon High School GDST 
said: “It feels exciting to be part 
of the GSA Research Partnership 
at this particular point in 
time: we know, working in our 
brilliant schools, that girls’ only 
education provides outstanding 
environments and outcomes for 
our students; but to be able to 
quantify the difference we already 
make, and then base our plans 
and strategies for the future on a 
solid foundation of research feels 
important and timely.”

Bede’s School, Sussex, Assistant 
Head Alex Lowe, has won a 
Boarding Schools’ Association 
(BSA) Supporting Excellence 
Award for ‘Outstanding INDEX 
(Inclusion and Diversity Excellence) 
Leadership’. These awards celebrate 
the achievements, hard work 
and dedication of schools and 
individuals in boarding.

Since her appointment to the 
position of Assistant Head: Pupil 
Welfare in 2020, Miss Lowe has 
become a thought leader, not just 
within Bede’s, but nationally. 

Alex has presented to the HMC 
Diversity and Inclusivity sub-
committee about the work that 
Bede’s has been doing in respect 
of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion 
(EDI), with particular attention 
being paid to the notion of 
‘Belonging’. There was much 
admiration for the work being 
undertaken, and consideration 
was given as to how this type of 
initiative could be promoted across 
the remaining 280 members of the 
association.

Alex has also been instrumental in 
embedding the Steer AS Tracking 
system within Bede’s, working with 
children from Year 6 up to Year 13, 
developing systems to ensure every 
child belongs regardless of their 
challenges. Coming out of the last 
lockdown in 2021, Alex used this 
quantitative data to identify trends 
in the wellbeing of pupils across 

the different stages of adolescence 
and the impact of Covid within 
that context. 

Headmaster, Peter Goodyer, said: 
“Alex has set about her brief with 
a passion and determination that 
is truly inspiring. The range of 
initiatives which Alex has led in a 
relatively short period of time is 
impressive; as well as establishing 
the Inclusion Hub, she has led 
training to raise awareness of 
micro-aggressions and unconscious 
bias in the classroom, student-led 
Ted Talks and developed a more 
pupil-led approach to our work.”

Alex attended a special ceremony 
last month (May), where she was 
presented her award by Wendy 
Griffiths, former Head, Tudor Hall 
School, BSA Emeritus Member and 
former BSA Chair, Trustee, BSA 
Foundation and Chair, ISEB.

Head of Learning Support at 
Appleford School, Wiltshire, 
Janice Mitchell has been named 
as one of 80 Pearson National 
Teaching Silver Award winners 
across the country. Janice has 
been honoured with a Silver Award 
in The Award for Excellence in 
Special Needs Education for her 
outstanding commitment to 
changing the lives of the children 
she works with every day.

As a Silver Award winner, Janice 
has now been shortlisted to win 
one of 16 Gold Awards later in 
the year. These once in a lifetime 
achievements will be broadcast 
on the BBC’s The One Show as 
part of a week-long celebration 
of teaching, which sees famous 
faces honour award winners 

every night in the run up to the 
ceremony.

Janice said: “I personally am 
overwhelmed by this recognition; 
every day I learn, I make mistakes, 
reflect and improve but I always 
try my best to make the day as 
good as it can be. It has been 
delightful to have so many of 
our wonderful Appleford pupils 
congratulate me, not only the year 
11’s but the year 3’s too. That is 
what Appleford is about, not just 
me winning this award but pupils 
feeling safe to say kind words to 
others and cheer our success.”

Headmaster David King said 
that he was delighted that the 
outstanding work that Janice 
brings to Appleford has been 
recognised.

Pictured: Mr David King (Headmaster), Mrs Janice Mitchell (Head of Learning Support) and Mrs 
Fiona Filkins (Head of Pastoral Care)

Recognising excellence
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First Actuarial helps independent schools 
understand the costs and risks associated 
with their workplace pensions. We are a top 10 
UK pension consultancy and have a specialist 
independent schools team of  15 advisers across  
5 UK offices. Our advice is clear and jargon free, 
and we will work hard with you to find viable 
solutions for all your workplace pension needs.

For more information, please visit  
www.firstactuarial.co.uk/nfp/independent-schools

Helping schools with  
pension challenges

Contact us 

“First Actuarial’s pension advice proved invaluable during  
a challenging period for our school. The specialist expertise 
and practical know-how of  the First Actuarial team gave us 
a solid basis for taking our pension strategy forward.”

Mrs Fay Davenport-Thomas, Bursar, Bridgewater School

Declan Keohane

declan.keohane@firstactuarial.co.uk 
Tel: 01256 297 789

dale.walmsley@firstactuarial.co.uk 
Tel: 0161 348 7464

Dale Walmsley

peter.norman@firstactuarial.co.uk 
Tel: 01733 447 681

 Peter Norman

martin.harlow@firstactuarial.co.uk 
Tel: 01256 297 765

Martin Harlow

First Actuarial helps schools assess the 
risks of the Teachers’ Pension Scheme
Since the 43% increase in the cost 

of the Teachers’ Pension Scheme 

(TPS) in September 2019, pensions 

have been fiercely debated across 

the sector. The TPS is a generous 

scheme for teaching staff, but 

many schools find the costs and 

lack of control hard to manage, 

particularly with no central funding 

available.  

Is it riskier for schools to remain in 

the TPS or leave?

Each school is different; there is 

no one-size-fits-all solution. And 

reviewing pension provision is a 

complex exercise fraught with risks. 

How to balance the budget by 

offering the TPS to all? How to set 

up a new scheme? How to meet 

the needs of both teachers and 

support staff? In every scenario, 
robust governance is required to 
manage a scheme that is fit for 
purpose and delivers value for 
money.

Governing bodies have a wide 
range of skills but pensions are a 
specialist area. 

First Actuarial works with 
schools to provide the best 
possible pensions

First Actuarial is a leading UK 
pensions consultancy. Our specialist 
schools team can guide you 
through all the options – such as 
balancing the budget to meet TPS 
costs, mitigating risks by closing the 
scheme to new joiners, or setting 
up a new scheme. We can also put 
forward innovative solutions where 

the TPS sits alongside flexible 
alternatives.

We often start with a pension 
training session for governing 
bodies and then work with them to 
review pension strategy.

With our communication 

programmes, we explain pension 

provision clearly to staff. This can 

take the sting out of any proposed 

changes. And even if you stay in 

your existing scheme, explaining 

the value of your pension provision 

can help retain staff. 

First Actuarial offers all the pension advisory services needed to help you get the best value from your investment in pensions. To find out more please contact dale.walmsley@firstactuarial.co.uk

A competitive pension scheme helps schools recruit and retain valued 
staff, and it provides the means for staff to retire with dignity.

Advertorial Feature
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With over 140 Independent School clients, Powerful Allies is by far  
the largest energy partner within the sector and so we are  
particularly proud to support ISBA, GSA, BSA, CISC, MIST and IAPS 
members  across the UK.

In these challenging times, it is crucial for Independent Schools to 
work with partners they can trust, and Powerful Allies has built a 
reputation second to none as a truly trusted partner, as the very 
many client references below and on our website will attest.

Transparency

Powerful Allies has created a unique Open Competition charter  which 
defines and guarantees Best Practice energy procurement.  
In an unregulated sector, we alone have created a Code of 
Practice which exceeds all others and introduces transparency 
hitherto unknown in the tender process.

Trusted Partner

We know our Bursars regularly speak to each other and our key 
reputation is everything. Indeed we are proud to list our key  
clients on our website. You will recognise many of the names.  Our 
clients trust us and we trust our clients. Grown up behavior, honest 
discussion, mature and impartial advice.

Energy Cost and Emission Reduction

At the end of the day, we are retained by superb clients because we 
reduce energy costs and we reduce carbon emissions. That is the 
bottom line. And our clients know how we do this, and what we earn 
and they have complete confidence that our contracts really do 
provide Best Value. Demonstrable Best Value with 100% Renewable 
source electricity at zero extra cost.

To illustrate why so many reputable Independent schools have 
appointed Powerful Allies in preference to the other 2500 energy 
brokers out there (possibly bombarding you with calls right now?), 
we would like to undertake a full and free energy procurement review for 
you, with no obligation and absolutely no charge. I am confident you 
will be impressed with the results.

Please have a look at www.powerfulallies.com/clients and then either 
call 01380 860196 or email me, jamesrobson@powerfulallies.com.

The review will be completed quickly and efficiently, with the very 
minimum input required by you. Relatively painless by all accounts!

James Robson, Chairman

Rugby
School

Powerful Allies provide a highly 
professional service, clearly 

explaining the complex energy market 
and how it works to a layman, breaking 
down the tariffs and fees and ultimately 
they gave me the confidence to make 
an informed decision. Renewing energy 
contracts is a minefield and can be badly 
done through lack of understanding and 

lack of time to scrutinise the options. 
Powerful Allies have a straightforward and 
honest approach, work with you to find the 
right solution for you rather than pushing a 
service and I have absolutely no hesitation 
in recommending them.

Alexandra D’Arcy-Irvine
(School Business Manager)

Godolphin
School

One of the first things I did when I 
joined my current employer 3 years 

ago was to look at our Electricity contracts, 
about 46 separate supply contracts in all. 
Fortuitously Powerful Allies made contact, 
just at the right time, and I was able to 
invite them to test the market for me. 
This gave amazing results. Our existing 
incumbent broker was recommending we 
stayed with our existing supplier with a 
cost increase of circa 18%. Powerful Allies 
were able to offer a new two year fully 

fixed contract with an increase of just 
1.67%.  I can therefore fully recommend 
James and his team at Powerful Allies, who 
offer a dedicated personal service and will 
negotiate very competitive offers for Gas 
and Electricity, HH and NHH contracts with 
transparency. They let you know what their 
charges are, so have full visibility. Give 
them a go you won’t be disappointed.

Brian Rollason
(Building Services Engineering Manager)

Saving Money and reducing carbon emissions

Call us on 01380 860196
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ENERGY PARTNERS

Proud to Support

With over 140 Independent School clients, Powerful Allies is by far  
the largest energy partner within the sector and so we are  
particularly proud to support ISBA, GSA, BSA, CISC, MIST and IAPS 
members  across the UK.

In these challenging times, it is crucial for Independent Schools to 
work with partners they can trust, and Powerful Allies has built a 
reputation second to none as a truly trusted partner, as the very 
many client references below and on our website will attest.

Transparency

Powerful Allies has created a unique Open Competition charter  which 
defines and guarantees Best Practice energy procurement.  
In an unregulated sector, we alone have created a Code of 
Practice which exceeds all others and introduces transparency 
hitherto unknown in the tender process.

Trusted Partner

We know our Bursars regularly speak to each other and our key 
reputation is everything. Indeed we are proud to list our key  
clients on our website. You will recognise many of the names.  Our 
clients trust us and we trust our clients. Grown up behavior, honest 
discussion, mature and impartial advice.

Energy Cost and Emission Reduction

At the end of the day, we are retained by superb clients because we 
reduce energy costs and we reduce carbon emissions. That is the 
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Uni options ~  
key questions students 
should be asking

Over the past few years, increasing 
numbers of UK students have 
opted to study abroad. Until 
recently, one of the most favoured 
destinations was English-speaking 
North America. US and Canadian 
universities, however, come with 
distinct disadvantages – tuition is 
expensive, application is complex 
and cumbersome, degrees are 
rarely less than four years and it’s 
a long way from home. 

As a result, Europe has become 
an increasingly popular 
alternative, not least because 
many universities now teach in 
English. Covid and the closure of 
the EU’s Erasmus scheme to UK 
students post-Brexit put a brake 
temporarily on that traffic, but 
new options are now available for 
young people keen to broaden 
their horizons. 

One of the most innovative is 
Forward College, open from 
October to UK students and which 
offers double degrees taught over 
three years in English accredited 
by the University of London. 
Each of those three years is spent 
in a different European capital 
– Lisbon, Paris and Amsterdam. 
It is an updated, 21st-century 
version of the Grand Tour, though 
with an emphasis on leadership, 
management and practical 
team-working skills rather than 
the aristocratic pretentions of its 
18th-century predecessor. 

But what types of questions 

should students considering 
studying overseas ask of us 
or indeed of any university? 
Assuming an institution’s 
academic credentials are sound, 
what should the discerning 
sixth-former be asking? The 
following list isn’t meant to be 
comprehensive, but it is I believe a 
good starting point: 

1. How can I learn critical skills 
that will help me find a career in 
a rapidly changing world? What 
are the transferable skills, beyond 
the narrowly academic, that 
this course will equip me with? 
Will it teach me how to manage 
my emotions, for instance, spot 
unconscious bias, or hold difficult 
conversations? Will it teach the 
human skills that graduates need 
to succeed in today’s world?

2. How can I create a network 
based on experiences that will 
help me once I graduate from 
college? This isn’t just about 
meeting and studying with 
different students from different 
countries and backgrounds 
– though it’s partly that. It’s 
also about forging links based 
on common endeavours and 
shared experiences, on hands-on 
projects and teamwork. Does the 
institution a student is considering 
offer that?

3. How will I get the attention 
and interaction I want from 
teachers and classmates that will 
make me feel like I’m growing 

as a person? How big are the 
class sizes, what are the teacher/
student ratios like, what are 
the arrangements for class and 
personal tutors, what kind of 
feedback should I expect and how 
frequently?

4. How can I get exposed 
to skills beyond academic 
knowledge that will make a 
difference in my career and life? 
What opportunities are there to 
study in real-life situations outside 
of the classroom? What experts, 
beyond those in my chosen 
discipline, can I expect to learn 
from? At Forward, for instance, 
we offer diverse options like 
time with a Yogi or a firefighter 
to gain different perspectives 
on stress management. Does 
the prospective university your 
student is considering offer similar 
opportunities?

5. How will I experience and 
demonstrate leadership in my 
degree programme? Prospective 
employers greatly prize any 
experience of leadership – and 
many universities claim to teach 
it. But do those courses offer 
the opportunity to develop 
entrepreneurial and project 
management skills, for instance? 
Are undergraduates expected to 
work with and lead groups in real-
life situations that address specific 
challenges? If students aren’t 
given such opportunities, can 
the course really claim to teach 
leadership?

6. How will my education 
prepare me to join the global 
workforce and provide challenges 
and experiences that give me 
an international perspective? 
Studying overseas will obviously 
endow students with some 
international perspective. But 
beyond that, are they encouraged 
to interact with local organisations 
and experts? Will undergraduates 
be able to gain hands-on 
experience tackling real-life 
challenges?

7. How can I learn about more 
than just my academic focus? 
How can I learn about global 
cultures? Just because a course is 
taught in English doesn’t mean 
a student should be content 
to remain immersed solely in 
an Anglo-Saxon bubble. What 
opportunities will undergraduates 
have to interact with others 
from different countries and 
backgrounds? How does the 
institution actively encourage 
students to forge links outside of 
their immediate comfort zone?

8. How can I challenge myself 
to learn differently and gain 
perspective outside of my own 
culture? What opportunities will 
students have to engage with 
local culture and learn a different 
language? Obviously, if studying 
in a different country will help 
broaden any student’s horizons, 
studying in three will treble their 
bandwidth! 

More sixth formers than ever are thinking about studying at an 
overseas university. But what are the questions Heads of Year should 
be encouraging students to ask when putting in their applications?  
Jeffrey Sampson has some suggestions…

New three-centre European innovation

Jeffrey Sampson, a former founding member of Apple University, created to execute Steve Jobs’ vision to develop and 
prepare the next generation of leaders at Apple, is Chief Talent Officer of Forward College. https://forward-college.eu
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The Future Leaders Project

What is The Future  
Leaders Project?
The Future Leaders Project is a 
life-changing schools’ project 
bringing together a collaboration 
of changemakers from education 
and business to support students 
aged 15-18 to flourish – in work 
and life.

The Project is focused on building 
a bridge of connectivity between 
education and the world of work, 
supporting students to make 
informed decisions about their 
future – and empowering them to 
step up and become the leaders of 
their generation. 

Led by industry experts and free 
for schools and students to enter, 
it comprises 2 elements:

The Future Leaders Resource 
Portal – packed with lesson plans, 
expert talks, interviews, activities 
and events, the portal allows our 
students to hear directly from 
employers and begin developing 

the skills to stand out in a globally 
competitive world. 

The Future Leaders of the 
Year Competition – Open to 
all students aged 15-18, the 
competition offers an incredible 
opportunity to be seen, heard and 
developed by some of the biggest 
brands, influencers and coaches 
in the world. There are prizes 
for every participant and the 5 
winners will win a whole host of 
incredible prizes including £1k, 
work experience and mentorships 
from the world’s leading figures 
and organisations.   

Where did the  
idea come from?
We were increasingly frustrated by 
the narrative around ‘the forgotten 
generation’ – the hundreds of 
thousands of students struggling 
following the cancellation of 
exams, having to play catch-up 
after months of working from 
home, those who were left, as 

Headmaster of Canford School, 

Ben Vessey said ‘utterly rudderless 

and lost’. 

We decided to stand up and do 

something. To create a project that 

could support students to come 

out of what has been a difficult 

time, stronger than ever – to turn 

‘the forgotten generation’ into the 

most well-equipped generation 

of all time. That something is The 

Future Leaders Project. 

Who’s involved?
The Project brings together 

knowledge, expertise and 

opportunities from some of the 

biggest brands and educational 

bodies in the world including 

Deloitte, The BBC, Google, Netflix, 

UCAS,  Pearson College London, 

Nike, Microsoft and many more. 

It’s also supported by some of the 

most inspiring young leaders – 

people who’ve followed a range of 

paths and are achieving remarkable 

things; climate change activists, 

entrepreneurs and some of the 

youngest CEOs in the world.

What changes  
are there for 2022?
Over 350 schools took part in The 

Project during its pilot year and, 

thanks to their valuable feedback, 

we’ve made it bigger and better 

than ever. With a whole bank of 

new lesson plans, more wellbeing 

resources, and easy-to-navigate 

content all aligned to specific 

Gatsby benchmarks, we’ve made 

it even easier for teachers to pick 

up the content and drop into their 

lessons. We also launched earlier 

this year, so that teachers can 

access all the free resources ahead 

of planning their autumn term.  

The Project launched on 10th June but places are limited. To find out more or register your school visit ivyhouse.co.uk/future-leaders

Everyone loves a freebie – but what about a freebie that supports 
schools in delivering meaningful careers education, meets 7 
Gatsby benchmarks, a host of ISI requirements and offers students 
a wealth of life-changing prizes…

Head of The Future Leaders Project, Rachael Taylor, answers key 
questions.
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ISA President contributes to Lords debate
Lord Lexden, president of the Independent Schools Association, spoke in the House 
of Lords debate on the government’s new Schools Bill. He touched on the role of 
independent schools within the educational landscape of the country, on registration 
and inspection, and on proposals for a test of ‘fit and proper persons’ to run such 
schools (proposals which have yet to be detailed). Extracts from his speech:
The association’s members are 
for the most part small in size, 
often having no more than 200 
pupils, with deep roots in their 
local communities. Striving always 
to keep fees down and providing 
as much in the way of bursaries 
as they can, these schools are far 
removed from the stereotyped 
image of Britain’s independent 
education sector, packed with 
grand, expensive institutions, which 
dwells so stubbornly and unfairly 

in the public mind. The members 

of this association are far more 

representative of the true state of 

the independent sector today than 

the comparatively small number of 

well-known schools which exert so 

much fascination over the media.

What all the diverse members of the 

Independent Schools Council have 

in common is a commitment to 

high standards, and to working in 

partnership with colleagues in the 

maintained sector in a whole host 
of ways, from academic teaching 
to orchestral concerts, drama and 
sport. Much is being done; much 
more is needed. Many independent 
schools continue to hope that a 
Government will one day have 
the wisdom to back a scheme 
which would enable even more 
families to gain access to them. It 
is now more than 20 years since I 
published proposals for places at 
all levels of ability co-funded by 
the Government and the schools 
themselves.

The schools’ own efforts to make 
places more widely available 
continue to expand. They now 
provide fee assistance, including 
scholarships and bursaries worth 
£964 million, to 150,000 pupils. 
The resources devoted to these 
programmes absorb—indeed, 
exceed—the benefit derived from 
charitable status, which the Labour 
Party wishes to abolish. Does it 
really wish to set back the progress 
that has been made in making 
independent schools more open 
and inclusive? It has put forward a 
deeply regressive measure.

It was good to hear the Secretary 
of State for Education say recently 
that he is “very proud” of the 
work that independent schools 
are undertaking in conjunction 
with partners in the maintained 
sector. Collaboration brings marked 
benefits to both. As he rightly 
noted, their combined resources can 
help overcome the difficulties facing 
disadvantaged children in Britain 
today.

Part 4 of the Bill directly affects 
the interests of independent 
schools. New measures relating to 
registration and inspection are to be 
introduced. Some have the welcome 
objective—widely commended 
in this debate—of making 
certain independent educational 
institutions outside the Independent 

Schools Council which have for 
years evaded any effective checks 
subject to proper regulation at last.

For their part, independent schools 
have always accepted that it is 
the Government’s right—indeed, 
duty—to determine the basic legal 
standards and requirements that 
they must meet to be registered 
and play their part in the education 
system. They accept without 
reservation or complaint that 
registration requirements will need 
to be revised and updated from 
time to time. The guiding principle 
in making changes should be the 
strengthening of public confidence. 
Judged against that principle, the 
council and its members have no 
quarrel with those clauses in Part 
4 which have a direct bearing on 
them.

Most significant is Clause 60, which 
will give Ministers new powers 
to suspend the registration of an 
independent school for a specific 
period in circumstances where 
pupils are judged to be at risk of 
harm. At present, the Department 
for Education’s only option is to get 
a magistrate’s order to close down 
the school. At a time of widespread 
concerns over safeguarding issues, 
the proposed change is surely to be 
seen as an entirely appropriate step.

I have just one specific point to raise 
about Part 4. Clause 59 introduces a 
new test under which the Secretary 
of State will determine whether the 
proprietors of independent schools 
are “fit and proper persons”. Perhaps 
my noble friend the Minister would 
let me know during the Bill’s 
passage what exactly this test will 
involve.

This is a Government who 
understand the value of 
independent schools. They 
must continue to give them the 
encouragement they deserve to 
contribute even more fully to our 
country’s education system.

Mr Shitanshu Chaurasiya 
(First Secretary of the High 
Commission of India) and Mr 
Amish Tripathi (author and 
Director of the Nehru Centre), 
which is the cultural wing of 
the High Commission of India 
in the UK, visited John Lyon 
School, Middlesex.

Having been greeted by Miss 
Katherine Haynes (Head), Mr 
Andy Sims (Deputy Head) and 
Dr Florence Weinberg (Director 
of Admissions), Mr Chaurasiya 
and Mr Tripathi were invited 
to meet a small number of 
pupils and staff over light 
refreshments in the school’s Red 
House. This was an opportunity 
to discuss a variety of India-
related issues in an informal 
manner.

Mr Chaurasiya explained 
his role and the work of 

the High Commission. He 
presented Miss Haynes with 
books for the school library, 
personally donated by the High 
Commissioner (see picture). 

Miss Haynes then presented the 
High Commission with a small 
oak tree, grown using an acorn 
from one of the oldest trees at 
John Lyon School.

Mr Tripathi gave a talk to Years 
7 and 8 entitled ‘Understanding 
India: Among the oldest living 
Civilisations’.  An outdoor yoga 
session was held on the Red 
House lawn, both as an early 
celebration of International 
Yoga Day and to boost both 
physical and mental health. The 
session was led by Miss Joemie 
Moes, Teacher of Biology, with 
a number of pupils and staff 
participating.

High Commission of India visits 
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Vaccination – can schools demand 
staff get a jab for a job?

Legal framework
The law does not compel anyone to 
have a vaccination. However, schools 
have a duty of care to their staff 
and pupils under legislation such 
as the Health and Safety at Work 
Act 1974 and under common law. 
As such, schools may consider this 
duty requires vaccinations by staff 
and deem it to be a ‘reasonable 
instruction’ for their continued 
employment, or as a requirement 
for new employment. Nevertheless, 
serious consideration should be 
given about whether you insist on 
employees having a vaccination as 
this decision may be legitimately 
challenged in certain circumstances.

Discrimination?
The Equality Act 2010 (the Act) 
covers workers and job applicants 
against discrimination, by 
their employer and colleagues, 
based upon nine ‘protected 
characteristics’. As such employers 
are required to be mindful of 
potential vaccination related 
discrimination or harassment. For 
example, staff:

• May have a medical condition 
which means they are unable 
to have the vaccination which 
could require reasonable 
adjustments

• May refuse to have a vaccine for 
reasons related to pregnancy

• May refuse to have a vaccine 
for reasons related to religion or 
belief

Dismissing an employee or 
subjecting them to a ‘detriment’ 
– some detrimental action short 
of dismissal – for not being 
vaccinated could lead to claims of 
discrimination or harassment under 
the Act.

Is insisting on the jab a 
reasonable instruction?
Schools may consider that 
requiring a vaccine amounts 
to a reasonable instruction to 
protect teachers and pupils in 
their care and stop the spread 
of the virus. Failure to follow a 
reasonable instruction by staff 
can lead to a fair dismissal, most 
likely as a dismissal for ‘some 

other substantial reason’ (SOSR). 

However, the school would be 

required to follow a fair procedure, 

involving warnings of the 

consequences of non-compliance 

i.e. dismissal, and considering 

alternatives to dismissal, such 

as flexible working options or 

alternative roles.

Dismissal of an individual with a 

protected characteristic will not 

automatically be unfair if it can be 

justified as a proportionate means 

of achieving a legitimate aim, such 

as protecting vulnerable pupils. 

It will however require careful 

analysis of the specific facts. It 

may be that whilst the aim of 

protecting vulnerable pupils was 

legitimate, dismissal was not a 

proportionate means of achieving 

that aim in the circumstances.

What do I do?
Guidance from ACAS encourages 

employers to engage with their 

staff, or recognised trade union, 

on the benefits of the vaccine and 

listen to any concerns raised. It is 

advisable to suggest that support 

staff get the vaccine without 

forcing them to, particularly if they 

have strongly held beliefs as to 

why they do not wish to.

It is important to take account 

of Covid-19 in ongoing risk 

assessments including to the 

clinically vulnerable and pregnant 

workers. Measures such as 

ventilation, handwashing, social 

distancing and the use of PPE 

continue to be important and 

schools should consider having 

a vaccination policy for staff to 

refer to.

Careful consideration should 

also be given to whether schools 

require employees to disclose their 

vaccination status as this amounts 

to “special category data” under 

the GDPR (see ICO guidance).  

Overall careful consideration 

needs to be given as to whether 

implementing a jabs for jobs policy 

is the right thing to do for your 

school.

‘Jabs for jobs’ has been a burning issue for employers since the emergence 
of Covid-19. Recent research from ACAS has revealed that this continues 
to be the case with more than one in five employers indicating that they 
are considering implementing a ‘no jab no job’ policy.

Last year’s High Court challenge to Regulations mandating vaccinations 
in care homes highlighted the resistance to Government or employers 
prescribing what staff do with their bodies. Schools therefore need to 
balance the safety of staff and pupils, with the concerns of those whom 
the policy would affect.

Solicitor Colin Davidson reports...

Colin Davidson is head of employment at Edwards Duthie Shamash. For more information contact Colin.Davidson@edslaw.co.uk

Former Prime Minister and Leader 
of the Conservative Party, the Rt 
Honourable David Cameron, visited 
King’s School Rochester, Kent, to 
give a brief talk and Q&A with 
Senior School pupils and staff.   

The School’s Principal, Mr 
Ben Charles said “Mr Cameron 
provided significant insight into 
the challenges of leadership 

in a very honest and open 
manner giving our pupils a 
greater understanding of what 
it takes to have the ‘top job.’ 
We are hugely grateful to Peter, 
Lord Chadlington, a former 
pupil of King’s, who worked in 
collaboration with us to host this 
important occasion in the life of 
the school.”  

David Cameron visit

Lord Chadlington, David Cameron, Ben Charles and King’s Sixth Formers

mailto:Colin.Davidson@edslaw.co.uk
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In conversation with Daniel Berry

Q  St. George’s School converted from 
voluntary aided to academy status 
during your headship. What led you 

to undertake this change? Did things work 
out much as you expected, particularly in 
terms of the independence you gained?

A I thoroughly enjoyed my eleven years 
as Deputy Head and Headmaster 
of St. George’s School. I had the 

opportunity of working alongside a number of 
dedicated professionals and an inspirational 
Head, which served me well for future 
challenges. The conversion from a voluntary 
aided school to an academy was taken to 
give the school much more freedom as an 
educational establishment. We set up the 
Cidari Multi-Academy Trust and I became a 
Director. The trust is still going strong and 
now has seven schools.

Q  Independence at Kirkham Grammar 
will have brought with it different 
opportunities and challenges. Looking 

back on the move, what do you recall as the 
greatest difference you immediately noticed 
in day-to-day management?

AThe biggest challenges I faced in my 
first few years at Kirkham Grammar 
School all involved change and 

creating a more progressive culture. Mostly 
focused on embracing change in reviewing 
systems. It was clearly evident that the 
advancements made in some areas of school 
had not been reviewed for a long time. 
Therefore, some changes to how we educate 
children had a transformational impact on 
Kirkham Grammar School.

Q  Kirkham Grammar has an interesting 
history stretching back to 1549, and 
maintains its long-standing Christian 

ethos. Do you feel that a sense of tradition 
and heritage impacts significantly and 
positively on your staff team and pupils?

AAlthough Kirkham Grammar School 
does stretch back to 1549 it could go 
back as far as 1472 according to local 

church records. Therefore, the heritage and 
traditions of the school are still acknowledged 
and celebrated today. We still maintain close 
ties with the Drapers Company and retain a 

Draper Governor. We still have regular services 
to celebrate Founders Day and Christmas at 
the local parish church. The sense of modern 
ambition is underpinned by traditional values.

Q  The School’s famous old motto is 
‘Ingredere Ut Proficias’. While this 
literally translates as ‘Enter to profit’, 

how do you develop it into a sentiment for 
today?

AThe school motto ‘Ingredere Ut 
Proficias’ is still the same one today 
as it was in 1549. However, it has 

been expanded into three key values which 
represent our core outcomes and expectations 
in a modern sense: a family ethos, 
inspirational teaching and for each child to 
fulfil their potential. Therefore, you then enter 
in order to profit.

Q  Kirkham Grammar changed from 
being a soccer to a rugby playing 
school in 1924, and is now recognised 

as one of the world’s top rugby schools. Is 
the girls’ game assuming similar importance 
and success? If the girls are focussed on more 
‘traditional’ female sports, is this something 
you would like to see change?

AThe history behind the school 
converting from football to rugby in 
1924 allegedly refers to the infamous 

clash between staff and pupils in the annual 
match. The staff team thrashed the first XI 
and football was forever banned. The meteoric 
rise of rugby to be ranked top twenty in the 
world and reaching the Twickenham final is 
closely mirrored by success across both girls’ 
and boys’ sport. The girls are the current 
under 15 English tennis champions and have 
reached national finals in both hockey and 
athletics.

Q  With staff career development 
and retention high on the agenda 
nationally, how do you approach 

pedagogics with your team?

AStaff retention and recruitment 
remains challenging. It was often 
much more difficult in the state 

sector and has been relatively smoother since 

Born: 1972

Married to Krista with three 
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and Eva 15.
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First job:  
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School, Bolton
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Head of Student Support facility
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Great British Bake Off
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my arrival at Kirkham Grammar School. 
Even traditionally challenging areas such 
as mathematics and languages still attract 
strong fields. However, post-Covid will 
present more obstacles and people are 
now making different life/work decisions. 
Teaching, as rewarding as it is, will always 
be difficult. Therefore, how you care for your 
staff, value them and strive to make the role 
as stress-free as possible is how we must 
continue to work.

Q  You spent time doing charity work 
in Moldova. How did this come 
about and what did it mean to you 

at the time?

AI have spent time in Moldova, visiting 
the country since 1992 as a student 
on a summer camp with the children 

of Chernobyl. From this experience we spent 
the next eight weeks living in a local village 
teaching English in the local school. As one 
of the poorest countries in Europe it is in 
desperate need of assistance and education 
can be a way of escaping the poverty. I did try 
to go at Easter but foreign office advice and a 
recently declared state of emergency stopped 
this trip. However, we will return to continue 
our work with the school and try to support 
education as a means to escape poverty and 
specifically people trafficking.

Q  The war just over the border 
in Ukraine, and the explosions 
in Transnistria, must have a 

particularly sharp resonance for you in light 
of your Moldovan experience. Have you 
found a way to explain the war to pupils 
who ask about it, without increasing their 
anxiety level?

AI have remained in regular contact 
with the family in Moldova in 
the village of  ‘Vadu lui Voda’. The 

village sits on the opposite side of the river 
to Transnistria. This  self-declared republic 
is like stepping back into the Soviet era and 
is currently a focus for the Ukrainian war 
as a possible new hot spot. They are all very 
concerned and remain anxious that the war 
may extend into Moldova. We continue to 
raise such issues with the school population 
through assemblies and a recent delivery of 
aid to the Ukrainian border by myself and 
some staff.

Q  Aside from the long-standing 
stresses of teenage years, there 
are so many things crowding in on 

young people today which can increase 
their mental stress - not only the Ukraine 
situation, but climate change, the pandemic, 
and so on.  It is increasingly accepted that 
community involvement and co-curricular 

activities can help maintain sound mental 
health. What is your view on this?

AAs we see more stories of war, 
pandemics and politics broadcast 
through the news it does have an 

impact on young people. The pastoral support 
and care they receive is of equal importance 
to everything else we provide. In September, 
we will have a purpose-built new facility 
called the ‘Pastoral Hub’ which will house the 
following services: Surgery and school nurses, 
Equality, Diversity and Pastoral Deputy Head, 
Pastoral Manager, Pastoral Mentor, Mental 
Health nurse and the school dog. All sharing 
purpose built facilities.

Q  If a current deputy head asked your 
advice on whether being a head was 
worth the hassle, what would you 

reply? Could you offer any key advice on 
how to best prepare for the top job?

A If a current Deputy Head wanted 
to be a Head I would recommend 
them to do it. I dreamed of being a 

footballer and playing in front of thousands. 
However, being a Head is far more rewarding 
than any job I could imagine and mostly 
avoids the public embarrassment that some 
footballers find themselves in!

Daniel Berry has been head of  
Kirkham Grammar School, Lancashire, 
since 2016. He was previously head of 
St. George’s School, Blackpool.
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Fordingbridge PLC, a 
design and building 
contractor offer 
inspiring outdoor 
building solutions 
such as canopies, 
walkways, dining 
areas and entire 
MUGAs to a variety 
of sectors including 
Education. With more 
educators realising 
the potential of their 
outside space, schools 
nationwide are 
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their year-round use 
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transformed into 
covered open spaces, 
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The benefits of outside learning 
are well-documented with both 
the Department for Education and 
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the emotional and behavioral 
gains outside classrooms can 
provide. Covering a MUGA or 
playground to allow access to 
sports when it’s raining is a clear 
benefit, however, these covered 
areas have the flexibility to play 
multiple roles for a number of 
classes. While in a fresh and open 
environment, larger canopies help 

increase the social distancing in 
schools, as well as creating a cost-
effective additional learning space.

Outside learning, be it for 
sports or academia, is fully 
obtainable and covers discovery, 
experimentation, connecting to 
the natural world and engaging 
in environmental activities. 
With the UK climate proving as 
unpredictable as always, providing 
an area of cover that is designed 
to last is certainly a worthy 
consideration.

Contact Fordingbridge today to discuss your next project: www.fordingbridge.co.uk 01243 55 44 55
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 Changing FACES... 

Mrs Sarah Atkinson 
is to be the next 
Head of West 
Buckland Prep 
School, Devon.

Sarah is currently the Head 
at RGS Dodderhill, part of 
the RGS Worcester family 
of schools, and will succeed 
current Head, Nick Robinson in 
April 2023.

Sarah has been Head of RGS 
Dodderhill since 2019, prior to 
which she was Deputy Head 
Academic at RGS The Grange 
and at Trinity School, Devon.

Having grown up in North 
London and attended NLCS 
(North London Collegiate 
School) from the age of 7, 
Sarah says that she knew from 
a young age that she wanted 
to go into education. So, 
following in the footsteps of 
her mother, who was also a 
Head Teacher, Sarah obtained 
a BEd degree at Homerton 
College, Cambridge before 
taking up her first teaching 
position in London.

Sarah has one son and three 
daughters. 

Mrs Emily 
Codling has been 
appointed by the 
GDST trustees as 
the new Head of 

Bromley High School, Kent. She 

is currently Headteacher at Eden 
Park High School which she 
founded for the Education for 
the 21st Century Trust five years 
ago. Mrs Codling herself was 
educated at a GDST school.

Heads Hunted

News items, contributions, comments and 
suggestions are always welcomed by the editor.

Please email to: 
mail@independentschoolsmagazine.co.uk

Among the upcoming head  
and principal appointments:

Caversham Preparatory School Berkshire

Melrose Prep. School Guernsey

RGS Dodderhill Worcestershire
If you would like mention made of your upcoming head or 
principal appointment for which applications are sought 

please let us know – there is no charge for a listing.

Michael Radford, 

who was 

previously Deputy 

Head at Fairstead 

House, Suffolk, 

and has been Acting Head since 

the beginning of the Summer 

Term 2021 has now been 

appointed head with immediate 
effect.

The selection panel included 
Fairstead House Governors and 
Senior Leaders at King’s Ely in 
Cambridgeshire, whose Family 
of Schools Fairstead House 
recently joined.

 Changing Places... 

Students, governors, staff and old 
friends were among distinguished 
guests at New Hall School, Essex, 
to honour Katherine Jeffrey in her 
20th anniversary year as Principal 
of the School.

The event began with a celebratory 
Mass in the School’s historic 
chapel, presided over by The Rt 
Rev Alan Williams SM, Bishop 
of Brentwood, which included 
the premiere of a specially-
commissioned Psalm of Trust, You 
Are My Refuge, sung by Head Girl, 
Felicity, with music by Christopher 
Walker.

Since taking up the post of 
Principal in 2001, Mrs Jeffrey has 
transformed New Hall School from 
a boarding school for 500 girls 
to a co-educational school for 
1,500 students aged 1-18. She 
was instrumental in adopting the 
diamond model of education at 

New Hall in 2006 whereby girls 
and boys are educated together 
up to the end of Year 6 and in 
the Sixth Form, and in single-sex 
classes between the ages of 11 and 
16.  This led to New Hall receiving 
the accolade of Outstanding 
Strategic Initiative in the 2011 
Independent School Awards.

Mrs Jeffrey led New Hall to 
become the first independent 
school in the country to sponsor 
a state primary school (Messing 
Primary School). In 2019, New Hall 
opened a purpose-built Nursery 
to support staff and parents, 
Katherine describes this as “The 
Nursery I wish had been there for 
my children”.

At dinner following the Chapel 
service, speakers paid tribute to 
Katherine’s 20 years of service to 
the School. 

Twenty years at the helm

Pictured: Katherine Jeffrey cutting her 20th Anniversary cake

Andrew Griffith, Member of 
Parliament for Arundel and South 
Downs, visited the specialist school 
for children with a diagnosis of 
autism, LVS Hassocks, Sussex, to 
meet with Principal, Jen Weeks, 
to find out more about the 
benefits of a specialist education 
for children with a diagnosis of 
autism.

Mr Griffith – who lists schools 
among his priorities as a Member 
of Parliament – toured the campus 
and met some of the students 
and talked to them about the 
difference LVS Hassocks has made 
for their education and for them 
as individuals.

Andrew Griffith, said: “I welcome 
the National Autism Strategy 

which sets out the real steps 

Government is going to take over 

the next five years – to create a 

society which is inclusive of people 

with autism. The Strategy will 

give the extra support needed – 

backed by £75 million funding 

in its first year – to improve 

diagnosis and education through 

to employment.” 

MP visit
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Making learning personal for every learner
Frustrated with the traditional 
approach to education, Learning 
3D was born out of a need to 
rethink education. Our biggest 
driving question was, “If learning 
is a personal journey for every 
learner, what has to happen to 
make this happen?”

To answer this question, we built 
our approach on five pillars:

• Blending technology into 
learning – to do some of the 
heavy lifting around access, 
curriculum and learning.

• Planning for freedom – making 
learning personal for every learner

• Coaching and Mentoring – 
Building self determination 

into learning for both staff and 

learners

• Metacognition – Understand-

ing ourselves as learners

• Fail Forwards – Building the 

resilience of learners and staff 

to take risks with their learning.

Our team is passionate about the 

future and how education leads 

us there. We want to share our 

experiences to help others with 

their journeys. We have created 

school and people development 

programmes to support your 

school’s journey to wherever you 

decide you want to go. We pride 

ourselves in walking alongside 

you – encouraging, challenging 

and supporting your ambitions. 

Designed to be either standalone 

programmes or part of your INSET 

or twilight sessions,  Learning 

3D can help you and your team 

develop to future-proof your 

organisation.

What our clients say...
“Our first session with Learning 3D Ltd- taking us further 
into our blended learning journey. Talk about being stretched 
intellectually! Thank you for a fabulous mind-spinning day 
with real outcomes for the future. Future Proofing LVS Ascot!” 

LVS Ascot, UK

“Discussing leadership from different points of views 
and cultural backgrounds has given me confidence in my 
leadership understanding and made me feel like I am on the 
right path.” 

Stirling Education, Iraq

“You have been amazing – I have really appreciated your 
support throughout the coaching process. Honestly made one 
of the biggest differences to my sense of self-belief.” 

London Primary School, UK

“Since working with L3D on coaching for communication, 
I have seen a marked improvement within our team. 
Throughout our SLT, there is much more active listening, 
willingness to take on board different viewpoints and to solve 
issues more collaboratively.” 

Haut-Lac International School, Switzerland

Advertorial Feature
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The Secret of a Successful Build…

The affinity you feel between 
your vision and the professional, 
the trust they instil in you and 
the added value they bring to the 
build. These are the key metrics 
to a successful build project. The 
driving decision when you select 
a construction professional is how 
safe do you feel in their hands, 
after all, they are taking your vision 
and designing and building a space 
where your aspirations will come to 
life for your pupils and staff.

Where does the affinity 
come from?
It should come from your very first 
conversation. At the initial enquiry 
stage, you should be made to feel 
that the construction professional 
wants to work with you. They 
should share your excitement and 
take the time to fully understand 
your vision for the building. They 
should allow you time to express 
your aspirations and ask the right 
questions to fully appreciate your 
existing site and your long-term 
objectives. If you feel this from 
the very first conversation, then 
you know that the construction 
professional is onboard with your 
vision, and you should leave the 
conversation with a warm feeling of 
confidence and excitement. 

What about trust?
The saying trust should be earnt 
is very true in all areas of life. A 
construction professional should be 
willing to prove their ability to gain 
your trust. A list of questions to test 
this theory could be as follows: are 
they just telling me what I want to 
hear, or are they being open and 
honest whilst also adding valuable 
input to the relationship?

How experienced are they? Are 
they providing regulatory advice 
and construction solutions on your 
build or are they just following 
instructions?

A trusted construction professional 
should be able to tell you things 

that relate to pupil welfare and 
be up to date with the latest 
government or independent 
guidelines about what makes the 
best environment for pupils to 
learn in.

How do other clients feel about 
the company? It is always worth 
carrying out research and hearing 
what past clients say about their 
build projects. 

This should all help you form 
trust to satisfy that a) your chosen 
construction professional is acting 
entirely on your behalf and wants 
as much as you do to deliver your 
vision, and b) that your chosen 
construction professional has the 
expertise and proven experience to 
deliver this.

What is added value?
This is what the chosen 
construction professional brings to 
the table that no one else does. 

Planning for a new educational 
building takes valuable resource, 
not only on your time but also 
in funds. Dealing with multiple 
professionals for planning advice, 
design, project management, 
construction and numerous trades 
on site is a full-time job and costly. 

It is possible to work with 
construction professionals who 
offer all of this as a one stop shop. 
From receiving experienced advice 
and submission of successful 
planning applications to inhouse 
architects who can design bespoke 

buildings and produce construction 
drawings, to project management 
of the delivery and build and even 
the same team on site to complete 
the external finishings. 

The value of this can not be 
underestimated. Not only does it 
significantly reduce the number of 
professionals and trades involved, 
but it also eliminates unnecessary 
costs and additional fees.

By adding this value to the 
relationship, you can rest assured 
that the build is taken care of from 
start to finish, and that the demands 
and distractions from your time are 
limited allowing you to continue 
with your day-to-day work. 

Affinity, trust and added value 
are the key components to a 
successful build. It’s not really 
a secret, but all three combined 
is what makes the project an 
enjoyable experience where your 
vision comes to life. 

Modulek are an award-winning 
design and construction company 
that specialise in educational 
buildings for Independent schools 
up and down the country. With 
an unbeatable reputation in the 
industry, and a 100% planning 
application success rate, they are 
leading the way for designing 

beautiful and bespoke buildings that 

are unique to each setting and bring 

to life visions for new teaching 

environments and facilities. 

A highly experienced team 

of Directors lead the way in 

a full turnkey one stop shop 

construction service which is proud 

to share an affinity with you, be 

your trusted advisor and add value 

to your project.

For more information please visit our website www.modulek.co.uk or call 01202 813121 

There is one top secret that is paramount to a truly successful new build project and it’s 
probably not what you have read or think.

It’s not how many designs the architect comes up with, its not how large the construction 
firm is and it’s not the value of the project cost. It’s the relationship with your chosen 
construction professional.

Modulek’s performance 
aligned perfectly with our 
aspirations.”
Headteacher 
West Kidlington School

“The staff were a pleasure 
to work with, their help 
and support was really 
appreciated, they are a 
fountain of knowledge!”
School Bursar 
Forum School, Blandford

“It was a partnership. The 
success of the project 
appeared to matter as much 
to them as it did to us.”
Tracy Caveney 
Moon Hall School

Advertorial Feature
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Music, Drama & Dance

Ballet brothers 
Two brothers, Flynn and Patrick 
Humphreys, who both attend 
Bolton School, Lancashire, 
are rehearsing hard ahead of 
performing with their dance school 
at Euro Disney this August. 

Flynn, a Y4 pupil at the Junior 
Boys’ School, was recently awarded 
Honours after successfully 
completing the British Theatre 
Dance Association exam in primary 
ballet. 

Asked what made him take up 
dancing, he said: ‘I got into 
dancing because I saw a video of 
Wigan Warriors rugby league team 
dancing. I liked it because most of 
the time you see a lot of females 
dancing and it was nice to see 
males dancing.’ 

Asked whether he had been 
inspired by his older brother 
Patrick, who is in Y9 and also 
dances, Flynn was quick to 
respond: ‘My older brother was 
inspired by me! My brother was 
watching my first dance and he 

liked it and wanted to do it as 
well.’ 

Patrick agreed: ‘I went to one of 
my brother’s shows and all the 
dancers and the performance 
inspired me to get into it. I’ve 
found it to be lots of fun and 
different to most other sports and 
I’ve made a lot of friends whilst 
doing it. I don’t mind that I’m the 
only boy in my age group, I get 
included in everything.”

Both brothers performed on the 
Liverpool Empire stage before 
the pandemic. They have both 
taken many exams with the British 
Theatre Dance Association, Flynn 
most recently gaining a Primary 
Ballet with honours award and 
Patrick Level 3 Tap. Exams are 
ongoing over the next few months. 
They are also rehearsing for their 
Euro Disney performance. This 
involves a performance on one of 
the stages as well as participating 
in the Main Street parade with the 
Disney characters. 

Picture courtesy  
J Rowlands Photography

World of music
Felsted School, Essex, turned into 
a celebration of Music from around 
the world with their annual ‘Swing 
into Spring’ concert.

Pupils from across the School in 
the Orchestras, Choirs and Bands, 
performed a repertoire with a wide 
range of music including Latin, 
Reggae and Jazz.

This event joins both Prep 
and Senior School pupils, and 
subsequently displays their ability 
to work together irrespective of 
age to create a concert rich with 
cultural and historical importance.

The Global Jukebox started with 
European folk tunes from England 
and Italy, and then took the 
capacity audience on a journey 
including African rhythms and 
melodies, Caribbean Calypso and 
South American Samba.

Prep Director of Music Owen Rees 
acknowledges how excited Felsted 
School was to return to music events 
after the pandemic; “How brilliant to 

see live music returning to its place 

at the centre of our international 

educational community.”

Music is a strong discipline at 

Felsted, with opportunities for 

musicians at all levels, starting 
with every pupil playing an 
instrument from the youngest 
years. Felsted currently holds 
a unique partnership with 
Junior Guildhall, allowing 

talented musicians an integrated 
programme with the Felsted 
Music Department, as well as 
the opportunity to study at a 
top conservatoire in London on 
Saturdays.
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Music, Drama & Dance

Performing for MIND
A total of twenty two musical acts 
took to the stage at Dauntsey’s, 
Wiltshire, ‘Live at the Pav’.  Pupils 
from throughout the school 
selected and rehearsed numbers in 
their own time and performed to 
fellow students and members of 
staff in the school Pavilion.  There 
was a collection at the end of the 
evening with all donations going 
towards this year’s nominated 
school charity, MIND.

Mark Lascelles, Head Master, 
said: “It was a superb evening, 
showcasing the talent in all year 

groups, and I admire all those 

who had the courage to stand 

up and perform.  The mixture of 

year groups, as well as pupils and 

staff, made it a truly memorable 

evening.  We enjoyed a wide 

range of musical styles from Elton 

John’s Rocketman through to 

Andrea Hozier-Byrne’s Take Me 

to the Church, not forgetting the 

stunning performance of Radio 

Gaga from the staff band!

“It was joyful to hear such talent 

from up and down the school”.  

Polar SOS! 
Drama students from Westholme 
School, Lancashire, Sixth Form 
have delivered a series of free 
climate change workshops for 
nurseries and schools across the 
county – entitled ‘Polar SOS!’

Designed and delivered by A-Level 
Drama students, local nurseries 
and forest schools were invited to 
host a free 15-minute interactive 
performance written for children 
aged three and four.

Using song, dance, poetry and 
speech, Polar SOS! explored the 
plight of polar animals and how 
climate change is threatening 
their habitat – complete with 
snowball fights and lots of funny 
icebreakers.

Dr Richard Robson, Principal of 
Westholme School, said: “During 
lockdown, live entertainment, 
music and drama disappeared from 
our children’s lives – disciplines 
which are essential for developing 
children’s self-confidence and 

promoting positive mental health 
and self-expression. On returning 
to school, our AS Level students 
were passionate about bringing 
the joy of live theatre back to as 
many local children as possible, 

and the Polar SOS! tour has 
been designed to do just that. 
Outreach programmes such as 
Polar SOS! allow us to bring 
live performances into schools 
who may not have the space to 

undertake regular drama activities 
and highlight how important 
holistic and extra-curricular 
activities are for children’s 
development of transferable 21st 
century skills.”

New commercial and popular music department
The Purcell School, Hertfordshire,  

is launching a new and 

pioneering first study Commercial 

and Popular Music Department, 

which will be available to 

students from September.

Led by the award-winning 

pop and jazz saxophonist and 

composer Simon Allen, the 

Commercial and Popular Music 

Department will provide specialist 

music education to gifted young 
musicians talented in pop, rock 
and commercial music styles. The 
tutor team, comprising renowned 
industry professionals and 
peripatetic teachers, will deliver 
a programme of study to equip 
students with the skills essential 
for careers in commercial and 
popular music. The scheme 
of work will cover aspects 
such as stylistic performance, 

improvisation, ear training, 

sight reading, composition and 

ensemble skills, providing a rare 

pathway to Modern Music degree 

courses at eminent conservatoires 

and universities.

Principal Paul Bambrough 

commented ‘For 60 years we 

have enabled gifted young 

performers and composers to 

achieve extraordinary things. I 

am thrilled and delighted that 

this unrivalled opportunity is now 

to be extended to those whose 

talents and interests lie in the 

fields of commercial and popular 

music. I have no doubt that this 

innovative, specialist department 

will rapidly become the leading 

course of its kind in the UK and 

be the start of many a successful 

commercial and pop career’.
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Playrite identify the growing need 
for more wheelchair sports surfaces

Playrite provide the highest 
quality of sport surfacing products 
for everyone, from grassroots 
community sport centres up 
to elite sporting facilities. In 
particular they are keen to ensure 
their products are suitable for all 
users, in particular those who use 
wheelchairs in grass-based sports.

To guarantee that their products 
will serve the next generation 
sporting greats Playrite submitted 
their Matchplay 2 surface 
for testing to determine the 
coefficient of friction when the 
surface is in use by wheelchairs. 
Surfaces require coefficient of 
friction between 0.75 μ – 1.0 
μ to be deemed suitable for 
wheelchair sports. Tests conducted 

by Labosport determined that 
Matchplay 2 had a rating of 0.96μ 
which deems it safe for wheelchair 
users and suitable for a number of 
sports including: Tennis, Hockey, 
Football, Netball and Basketball.

Chris Pickles, Sales Director, Playrite 
Ltd, commented, “We have had a 
large increase in demand from the 
wheelchair sporting sector for our 
Matchplay 2 synthetic grass surface. 
It seemed more than prudent to 
have our Matchplay 2 product 
tested by a recognised body. It’s 
crucial that sports surfaces meet 
the required friction ratings for 
wheelchair users. The Labosport 
report quite clearly shows that 
Matchplay 2 is more than fit for 
purpose in this sector.”

The Disability Discrimination Act specifically requires that sport construction does not in any way 
impede a person with a disability from enjoying their training. Yorkshire-based manufacturer of 
synthetic surfaces Playrite know that the need to specify the right products for sporting facilities 
is seen as crucial if a whole swathe of the disabled community is to be fully included in UK sport.

‘Return to Flourishing’

Whilst I knew we were fortunate to 
have secured three world-leading 
speakers in their field, our morning’s 
talks were startlingly relevant, 
intellectually stimulating, and 
applicable to our schools. Professor 
Sarah-Jayne Blakemore explained 
the nature of the adolescent 
brain, and the way in which its 
development would influence the 
response of secondary school pupils’ 
to the pandemic, and to their 
peers. Dr Amy Orben explained the 
conclusions of the research into 
the interaction of teenagers with 
digital devices and social media – 
comparing the concerns of today’s 
parents and educators with those 

of the 1930s on the introduction of 
that generation’s new technology, 
the ‘wireless’. And Professor Tamsin 
Ford gave an overview of the 
research concerning the mental 
health of the young, before, during 
and (as much as one can yet say) 
since the pandemic.

This rich intellectual diet preceded 
a working and networking lunch of 
great value, after which a series of 
five high paced confidential updates 
gave attendees a sense of the work 
of a diverse group of heads and 
former heads. Sir Anthony Seldon 
was on irrepressible form in his 
high-octane review of the work of 

the Times Education Commission; 
Chris Wheeler and Steve Whittle 
(of Bath and Bromley respectively) 
advertised the benefits of Challenge 
Partners; and Charles Fillingham 
and his team spoke about how they 
have advanced the use of measures 
of disadvantage to make university 
admissions fairer. There were also 
updates on the work of Digital 
Awareness UK and the Reforming 
Assessment Project from Sarah Kerr-
Dineen and Melvyn Roffe, who also 
entertained delegates over lunch on 
the subject of governance.

It felt like a valuable day – my 
objective was to arm headteachers, 

and other senior leaders, in a 
time-efficient way with things they 
need to know to lead their schools 
most effectively and successfully. 
At the same time, as always, there 
was great encouragement from a 
day with those facing the same 
challenges. Perhaps we are not 
so different from the adolescents 
for whom we are responsible –
both groups need education and 
encouragement, and our meetings  
effectively comprise a ‘school’ 
of headteachers. I trust that my 
colleagues returned to their schools 
better equipped for the next phase 
of our collective return to normal – 
I certainly did.

The HMC Spring Conference was held last month (May) in London. 
“The title – ‘Return to Flourishing’ was reflected in the buzz of 
delegates’ chatter and networking – reconnecting with each other, 
and enjoying meeting in person, after two years in which this event 
has been unable to run”, reports HMC Chair Richard Backhouse, head 
of Berkhamsted School, Hertfordshire...

Advertorial Feature
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Lessons from the fast

Bablake is based close to the centre 
of Coventry and we proudly reflect 
the diversity of the city in our pupil 
body. As such we have a large 
minority of Muslim families in our 
community and many of our pupils 
were fasting. Amnar, one of our Year 
7 pupils, spoke at our Assembly – 
with help from the chaplain.

When I lived in Oxford our 
neighbours on one side were 
Pakistani Muslims and we always 
knew when Ramadan was on 
because we would be treated with 
gifts of food each evening from 
them. This of course was the Iftar, 
the traditional meal after sunset at 
which the fast is broken.

After the assembly, our chaplain 
suggested we might host an Iftar, 
and Amnar, in a beautiful turn of 
phrase, expressed that she felt it 
would be an honour to be served 
by us.

Shortly afterwards, in the first week 
of Ramadan, I was challenged by a 
tired-looking Year 9 pupil from my 
physics class. She had stayed behind 
after school for CCF and was looking 
weary, waiting to be collected. She 
explained to me that she had been 
up at 4am to eat and had not been 
able to catch even a couple more 
hours sleep.

“Have you never fasted?” she 
asked me. She was genuinely 
surprised when I told her I never 
had. Sheepishly, I admitted to 
comparatively insignificant sacrifices 
during Lent (giving up chocolate 
and biscuits).

“Why don’t you try it for one day?” 
she continued. It is difficult to turn 
down a challenge like that from a 
young person who is fasting each 
day for a month, so I said I would 
take on her challenge.

I fasted on Thursday 28 April and 
it is one of the most illuminating 
things I have done. I rose at 5am 
to eat, having checked the time 
of sunrise and ate my usual bowl 
of porridge. Once at work, I was 
immediately conscious of not being 
able to eat. The plate of biscuits at 
morning break in the staff room and 
the cups of tea and coffee were one 
thing; the sight of children snacking 
around school just brought home 
how difficult it is to escape food. I 
asked my PA to delete the “lunch”  
appointment from my calendar. 
The few members of my SLT I had 
told kept asking me if I was hungry 
– usually at moments when I had 
forgotten. By 2pm I was feeling 
tired and a dull headache had come 
on. Unlike most who are fasting 

for Ramadan I had allowed myself 
water through the day, but even so I 
couldn’t shake the headache. Sunset 
that day was 8:26pm.

It was not a pleasant experience, so 
why am I glad I did it?

First, it brought home to me the 
challenges faced by our Muslim 
pupils and staff when they are 
fasting, particularly when Ramadan 
falls in the summer months and the 
days are long. We have to excuse 
the children from physical activity 
and we have to be more sensitive to 
them in the way we parade around 
with food and drink while they are 
abstaining.

Second, it helped to bring the 
school closer to the community. I 
chose to fast on the day we were 
hosting our Iftar. The Chaplain 
has a very good relationship with 
a local curry house who provided 
food for 30 at a generous discount. 
We were organising at short notice, 
but the morning before we had 
an inauspicious 13 acceptances. 
As a first event, we were not sure 
whether people would want to 
come or whether they would prefer 
to spend this time together as a 
family – would it be a damp squib? 
Would we respect the traditions 
appropriately? Were we being a bit 

ham-fisted about it all?

In the end over 60 people came to 
the school, of all different traditions, 
with families whose roots lay as far 
afield as Bosnia, North Africa and 
South Asia. We didn’t run out of 
food, thanks to the generosity of 
some families who contributed to 
the offering. I was quite taken aback 
by the gratitude of those, including 
several former pupils, who had never 
thought the school would make 
them feel welcome in this way. They 
also seemed genuinely touched by 
my willingness to fast for that long 
day with them.

We talk a lot about diversity and 
inclusion. It’s an old trope, but 
walking in someone’s shoes really 
does help you to understand them 
better. And reaching out to parts of 
our community who are not used 
to it, even if initially in a slightly 
clumsy, uncertain way, will reap 
rewards.

After a whole school Assembly aimed at explaining 
Ramadan to those pupils not from a Muslim background, 
Bablake School, West Midlands, head Dr Deneal Smith 
decided to experience fasting for himself...

Pictured: Dr Deneal Smith, the Headmaster at Bablake School

Pupils at The High School of 
Glasgow Junior School welcomed an 
unexpected guest to mark the end 
of their very first Science Week – a 
T-Rex! 

Jam, the four-metre high T-Rex 
is the brainchild of two former 
primary school teachers Sam Bryan 
and Joseph Parsonage who came 
up with their business ‘Teach 
Rex’ to provide creative learning 
workshops to ignite young minds 
and imaginations. 

Junior School boys and girls 
displayed bravery and wit to 
outsmart the T-Rex in a variety 
of activities, whilst learning more 
about these remarkable reptiles. 

The workshops also connected 
the experience to wider parts of 
the curriculum including Science, 
Literacy and ICT. 

Mrs Maggie Pollock, Deputy Head 
Teacher (Learning and Teaching) at 
The High School of Glasgow Junior 
School, said: “Memorable moments 
are the ones that stay with us which 
is why every day we strive to create 
learning that is memorable. If you 
think back to your time at school, 
it is the big moments, the trips, the 
school shows, the hands on lessons 
where you were learning but didn’t 
even realise you were learning that 
are the moments that stand out. 
This is exactly what our Junior 
School Science Week delivered.”   

Roaring success 
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Children from a Yorkshire prep 
school were treated to a very 
special show and tell, when an 
Olympian ex-pupil visited with his 
bobsleigh and tales of the Beijing 
2022 Winter Olympics.

Axel Brown attended Brackenfield 
School between 1995-2003 and 
returned to talk to current pupils 
about his thrilling career. His 

biggest achievement so far has 
been competing in the two-man 
bobsleigh event in Beijing earlier 
this year, representing Trinidad 
and Tobago, the country of his 
mother’s birth.

Axel wowed the children with his 
bobsleigh in all its shiny glory, 
giving them the chance to sit in it 
and ask him all sorts of questions 

about his sporting career and 
rise to Olympic fame. When he 
competed in Beijing, the school 
took time out of the day to watch 
on the big screen and cheer him 
on.

Axel had seen a video of the 
children watching him and said: 
“Seeing the kids cheering me on 
and chanting my name still gives 

me goosebumps. Seeing that 

was genuinely one of the most 

fulfilling moments of the whole 

experience. It’s those moments 

that make it all worth it!” 

Headteacher Joe Masterson, said 

the very special visitor had been a 

cause for excitement throughout 

the school.

Bobsleigh Olympian visits
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Census - the independent sector in numbers

• There are now a record 544,316 pupils at 

1,388 ISC member schools, up from 532,237 

in 2021 and surpassing the previous record 

high of 537,315 in 2020.

• At the 1,351 schools completing the census 

in both 2021 and 2022, pupil numbers have 

increased 2.0%.

• Every UK region experienced an increase 

in independent school pupil numbers, with 

the largest growth of 3.6% recorded in the 

South West region.

• 109,795 new pupils joined ISC schools in 

the current academic year, an increase from 

104,827 in 2021.

• 95,991 pupils identified as having SEND, 

equating to 17.6% of all pupils, higher than 

last year.

• 31,029 non-British pupils whose parents are 

UK-based attend ISC schools this year, an 

increase of 1,467 compared with 2021 and 

comprising 5.7% of all ISC pupils.

• ISC schools report fee increases averaging 
3.0%. This represents the second lowest 
increase since 2000. The majority of day 
schools now charge between £3,000 and 
£5,500 per term.

• Fee assistance worth nearly £1.2bn was 
provided this year, an increase of 4.8%. More 
than £960m of such assistance originated 
directly from the school of which £480m 
was provided on a means-tested basis. 
Over a third of all ISC pupils receive some 
type of fee assistance. The average worth 
of a means-tested bursary was £10,840 
per annum, an increase of 5.9% compared 
with last year, showing a continuing trend 
in schools to support more disadvantaged 
families.

• There were 65,232 boarding pupils on 
census day. The trend in recent years 
towards weekly and flexi-boarding 
continues. 22.8% of boarders are in these 
two categories compared with 20.2% in 
2020.

• Partnership activity between independent 
and state schools is recovering well 
following widespread pandemic disruption. 
These activities include reading with 
younger pupils, preparing A-level pupils 
for higher education, sharing facilities and 
seconding teaching staff. There were 6,963 
partnerships at 936 schools recorded in the 
calendar year 2021, despite some COVID 
restrictions still being in place during this 
period.

• 58% of ISC pupils who enter UK higher 
education attend one of the “Top 25” group 
of universities as defined by The Sunday 
Times Good University Guide. 4% of pupils 
entering UK higher education attend either 
Oxford or Cambridge. 5% of pupils who 
enter higher education choose to attend an 
overseas university. Universities in the USA 
are the most popular, attracting 47% of 
this set of pupils. Last year, pupils went on 
to 539 different overseas universities in 60 
different countries.

The annual census of schools in membership of the consitituent associations of the Independent 
Schools Council was published last month (May). The figures below and in the infographic provide a 
snapshot of key results – for the full picture please visit www.isc.co.uk/research/annual-census

The ISC annual Census was carried
out in January 2022. All 1,388
schools in UK membership of the 
constituent associations completed
the survey.  The Census covers
544,316 pupils and provides a 
detailed snapshot of the schools
and of the wider social and
economic trends in the UK.

Visit www.isc.co.uk for more details

Pupil-Teacher Ratio

Pupils for every teacher on average
at ISC schools. There are a total number 
of 57,841 full-time equivalent teachers.

8.9:1
Ethnic Diversity

Our ethnic diversity closely mirrors
that of the general population,
with similar regional variation. 

38%

Higher Education

Pupils who leave ISC schools and go on to Higher 
Education. The majority, 58%, continue to a   
Top 25 university of which 4% choose 
to study at Oxbridge.
 

93%

SEND

Pupils at ISC schools who have been 
identi�ed as having special educational 
needs and/or a disability (SEND).

95,991

Pupil numbers have now exceeded the previous
pre-COVID high and stand at their highest level
since records began in 1974.

Pupils

544,316

Academic Selection

Over half of all ISC schools are not academically
selective. A further 275 schools have academic
selection only for some age ranges.

763
Means-tested Assistance

Provided in means-tested fee assistance for pupils at 
ISC schools. Nearly half of all pupils on means-tested 
bursaries have more than half of their fees remitted.

£480m

Nearly 3 in 10 pupils new to ISC schools 
joined from the state-funded sector. 

New Pupils
109,795

Charitable Work

Around £6.5 million was raised for  
charities at ISC schools and 841
schools organised volunteering
opportunities for sta� and/or pupils.

£6.5m
Overseas Pupils

There are 25,079 pupils in ISC schools 
whose parents live overseas. This 
represents 4.6% of all pupils and 
brings cultural diversity to our schools.

25,079

School Size

The majority of ISC schools have fewer 
than 300 pupils. The typical size is 
between 100 and 125 pupils.

300

2022

http://www.isc.co.uk/research/annual-census
http://www.isc.co.uk
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The scale of the situation cannot 
be underestimated. The UK is one 
of the biggest money laundering 
countries in the world, with a 
staggering estimate of £88 billion 
cleaned every year. It’s common 
knowledge that bad actors and 
sanctioned individuals often use 
shell companies in jurisdictions 
with secrecy laws such as the 
British Virgin Islands and the 
Cayman Islands that offer a direct 
route into the UK economy, 
where they can then use those 
funds as they please. 

In addition to property and 
other high-value assets, school 
fees at independent schools 
are an attractive vehicle for 
concealing unethical sources of 
money while providing a cover 
of legitimacy. Illicit funds have 
flowed through the UK education 
system for years - Transparency 

International published a 
2019 report highlighting that 
suspicious funds were used 
to fund tuition fees at 178 
different educational institutions, 
including some of the most 
prestigious in the country.

However, pressure is now coming 
from several angles. The National 
Crime Agency has warned that 
schools need to be more vigilant 
towards accepting money 
without question, and the Times 
and the Telegraph have published 
pieces pointing the finger at 
schools who have been victim to, 
or turned a blind eye towards, 
accepting money for school fees 
without looking at source of 
funds or source of wealth.

Schools cannot afford the 
reputational risk of being 
associated with sanctioned 

individuals and embezzlers. No 
one wants to be known as the 
school marm to the oligarchs. 

What’s the law for schools and 
anti money laundering?

Schools are not covered by 
the same money laundering 
regulations that tightly regulate 
law firms, financial institutions 
and real estate providers. 

However, schools are still subject 
to the Proceeds of Crimes 
Act 2002 (POCA) – so if you 
have knowledge or suspicion 
that you’re dealing with dirty 
money or assets, you can still 
be prosecuted unless you report 
that knowledge or suspicion to 
someone who can do something 
about it. 

What should schools be doing?

What should schools (bursars 
who are in charge of processing 

school fees) be doing to mitigate 
their money laundering risk? In 
essence, it comes down to asking 
the right questions and doing the 
necessary checks. 

We know that school bursars 
want to do the right thing and 
protect their school’s reputation, 
they just need the right anti-
money laundering platforms 
and processes to make sure that 
nothing is slipping through the 
cracks. Some 25,000 pupils in 
the latest Independent Schools 
census have parents who live 
overseas: this is a daunting 
number of checks to be made. 

Whether school fees are paid 
by trusts, corporate entities 
or parents, schools have a 
moral obligation, and now the 
technology, to do the right thing 
with minimal effort.

First AML streamlines complex and time-consuming anti-money laundering processes with their secure cloud-based platform.                     www.firstaml.co.uk/schools

The risk of money laundering to schools
The crackdown on dirty money circulating in our country is happening all around us. High profile 
banks and law firms have received warnings and penalties for not being vigilant about the risk of 
money laundering. Schools are next. 
By Simon Luke, Country Manager, First AML

Horris Hill School, Berkshire, is to 
open its doors to girls from this 
September, as a new chapter for 
the school begins.

For the first time, girls as well 
as boys aged 2 upwards will be 
welcomed into a new 50 week 
nursery and Forest School, as 
well as into reception and lower 
school classes. Girls will be able to 
progress all the way through the 
school until the age of 13.

John Forsyth, CEO of Forfar 
Education which bought the 
school in 2021 and the Chairman 
of Horris Hill, said now was the 
perfect time to welcome girls to 
Horris Hill.

He said: “Horris Hill has always 
delivered academic rigour in an 
ideal setting, giving children 
freedom to exercise their 
intellectual inquisitiveness. It offers 
a place where they are free to 

explore, to build self-confidence 
and awareness in a safe and 
encouraging environment. That 
won’t change, it will be enhanced 
further by the introduction of co-
education”.

John added that the extensive 
market and academic research 
backing the school’s decision to 
welcome girls had played a major 
role in the decision and that the 
convenience of a co-educational 
setting would appeal to both 
current and future parents alike.

Pictured: Head of Lower School Harriet Uwalaka introducing younger boys and girls to the school

The Governors of the Stamford 
Endowed Schools have announced 
that Stamford will become fully 
co-educational from September 
2023.

Originally founded in 1532, 
Stamford is currently a “diamond 
model” school, in which boys 
and girls are educated separately 
between the ages of 11 and 16.

Wil Phelan, Principal of the 
Stamford Endowed Schools, 
said: “The diamond model was 
a sensible step in our evolution 
when we merged our two single 
sex senior schools more than 
two decades ago, but it is clear 
that the needs of our students 
have changed. A co-educational 
environment will transform the 
experiences and opportunities that 
our students benefit from. 

“We want to forge a new culture, 
that combines the best of both 
of our senior schools, and draws 
not just on our heritage, but 

on the expertise and the vision 
of our staff, and the ambitions 
and passions of our students, to 
create a school which is set up 
for every child’s future. A school 
which really enables our students 
to become the best version of 
themselves. This is a journey, and 
all of us – staff, parents, students 
and Old Stamfordians – will travel 
it together, as our School – and 
our students – become even better, 
stronger, and more agile”.

The transition process will take 
place over two years. In September 
2023, Years 7-10 will become 
co-educational, and Year 11 will 
remain in their single sex classes, 
on their current sites, for the 
second year of their GCSEs. From 
September 2024, Year 11 will also 
be fully co-educational.

Stamford Junior School and 
Stamford Sixth Form have been 
co-educational since the schools 
came together in 2000.

Schools to become fully co-educational 

http://www.firstaml.co.uk/schools
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‘How to Climb a 12 Foot Wall’

Bob Pearce joined the Army as a 
16 year old apprentice chef, was 
commissioned before his 20th 
birthday and left 37 years later 
as a Colonel in the Royal Logistic 
Corps.  He has commanded soldiers 
in training organisations, NATO 
deployments and at war.

He left the Army to join the 
NHS on an Executive Leadership 
Programme for some 3 years and 
then joined Pipers Corner School in 
Buckinghamshire as the Bursar and 
Clerk to the Governors.  

His experience in logistics was a 
good foundation for the Bursar 

role, often described as ‘everything 
that is not teaching’ but he felt 
he needed to learn more about 
governance in order to support 
the Board of Governors.  He 
embarked on a Masters in Corporate 
Governance, with a particular 
interest in the constituents of good 
decision making in Boards with 
the study focused on Independent 
schools in England.  He used his 
recommendations in the School for 
its annual review of governance 
and also shared them with AGBIS 
for their new Clerk to the Governors 
courses.

Bursar at West Buckland School, Devon, Bob Pearce, has a particular 
interest in developing best practice in school governance, and has 
penned a book on leadership...

Governance – getting it right

Now Bursar and Clerk to the 
Governors at West Buckland School 
in North Devon, his interest in how 
good governance can contribute to 
positive outcomes is being further 
explored as he is currently studying 
for a PhD in Corporate Governance, 
with the focus on the way in which 
the Company Secretary (or Clerk to 
the Governors) can contribute to 
the quality of the Board’s decision 
making.

He is developing a model to show 
how the contributions connect 
with activities grouped under the 
headings Fabrics, Mechanics and 
Dynamics.  Next year he plans to 
engage with schools in order to 
conduct his research and hopefully 
contribute to their good governance 
in the process.

He has also written a book about 
leadership lessons learned from 
his time in the Army.  The book 
has a foreword by the Headmaster 
at West Buckland School, Philip 
Stapleton, which includes the 
comment “a brilliant handbook for 
the curious and aspiring leader”.

The book illustrates leadership 
lessons by taking examples from 
his own military experience but 

clearly transfers to other walks of 
life.  A recent discussion with the 
School Leadership Team about staff 
engagement saw him draw on the 
chapter about resilience.  This was 
also highlighted by Annette Shaw 
when the book was reviewed in 
the Devon Life Magazine where 
she noted a ‘particularly poignant’ 
reference to the challenging times 
we live in and cited the line: 
“resilience... is strength of character, 
born from your inner values and 
standards”.  

At a recent meeting of the 
leadership team with governors, the 
Chair of Governors quoted from ‘a 
book on leadership’ and reminded 
people of one of the key lessons.  
Having discussed ambitions for 
the school, he highlighted that 
“sometimes we all need the 
patience of a sniper”.

In February Bob Pearce spoke to 50 
managers from Holroyd Howe, the 
catering company supporting the 
school, at their annual management 
conference.  In March he gave a 
presentation to 70 students from 
the Year 12 Leadership Programme 
at his School and in June will speak 
to the leavers at Exeter Cathedral 
School.

Summary of Recommendations

Structure of Meetings Ensure the agenda drives a focus 
on strategy and gives time for 
discussion

Committee Structure Use the committee process to 
make decisions at the right level 
and avoid everything going to the 
Board

Selection of People Care in the selection of the right 
people, with the right skills for 
key roles

Implementation of Policy Select the right policies for the 
Governors to focus on and ensure 
the appropriate mechanisms 
are in place to demonstrate 
compliance in practice

Nature and focus of briefings Don’t over-face Governors with 
detail, present data in the right 
format for strategic analysis

Role of the Clerk To prepare meetings in advance, 
craft agendas with the Chair and 
provide effective management of 
meetings.

Training Keep Governors up to date with 
changes in rules and regulations

Trust Fundamental aspect of the 
Governance model; trust between 
Governors and the Senior 
Leadership Team

Review Good practice to review meetings 
to ensure the separation of 
operations and strategy

Bob Pearce is available for talks and his book is available from him through the website: www.12ftwall.com

Fabrics Mechanics

Dynamics

Decisions

http://www.12ftwall.com
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Rosehill also offer:
• Classroom chairs for all age groups
• Exam desks
• Classroom tables & science desks
• Cafeteria furniture
• Outdoor tables & benches
• Reception & soft seating

Shop online at: www.rosehill.co.uk or call 
0161 485 1717 to discuss your requirements

Along with our classroom ranges, Rosehill offer 
a wide selection of modular seating and sofas 

which are ideal for libraries, breakout and study 
areas and staff rooms.

Safeguarding and 
misconduct
The majority of education setting 
based matters that a solicitor 
will deal with, are likely to be 
safeguarding/conduct related. 
Professionals in education should 
therefore be aware and mindful 
of their position of power and 
responsibility. The safeguarding of 
students and particularly children 
in education settings is absolutely 
paramount. Errors of judgement, 
inappropriate behaviours and major 
failures to carry out aspects of 
their role could put both children’s 
safety and the education provider’s 
reputation at risk. 

If misconduct, errors in judgement 
and inappropriate behaviours are 
determined against those in these 
positions of responsibility, they can 
have career ending consequences 
and directly affect the reputation, 
success and trust of all parties 
involved. The funding of an 
educational institution is often 
based on numbers of pupils or 
students, therefore a bad reputation 
can lead to significant budgetary 
losses. It is essential that regulatory 
reporting obligations are upheld, 
such as DBS checks, safeguarding  
referrals and the provision of 
accurate references, to mitigate 
risks to prospective employers and 
local authorities. 

Best practices
To ensure that alleged failures are 
appropriately and fairly dealt with, 
it is vital for education providers 
to have their own safeguarding 
practices and procedures, and to 
follow robust HR procedures at all 
times. Well evidenced allegations 
rarely present a problem for the 
employer to deal with, unless they 
fall behind or below reasonable 

standards of investigation and 
disciplinary action. 

With robust procedures in 
place and where staff know the 
importance of following them, 
education providers can rest easy 
in the knowledge that if there is 
reasonable evidence of wrongdoing, 
their disciplinary process should 
allow appropriate action to be 
taken, with minimal risk, and giving 
them the best chance of avoiding 
reputational damage. 

The disciplinary process
Teachers, schools and education 
providers are placed under 
significant pressures through their 
responsibilities, time constraints, 
workloads, and budgets. A 
thorough, transparent and fair 
investigation process, in the case 
of an allegation is therefore vital. 
It is all too easy to let workload 
get in the way, cutting corners and 
exposing the institution to criticism.

The involvement of a solicitor 
is usually post dismissal, or just 
before, to advise on fairness of 
what has occurred or to negotiate a 
deal. Due to the potentially career 
ending consequences of a teacher 
or professional in education being 
dismissed, it is often fairly common 
for cases to be settled amicably.

Amicable settlements can occur 
for a number of reasons. It could 
be because of the pressure that 
schools and education providers 
are under, the sense of moral 
obligation towards the professional 
themselves, in not ending their 
career prematurely or a slightly 
weaker approach to HR practice 
than would be ideal.

One example is of a headteacher, 
say being accused of minor 
safeguarding concerns and 

misconduct, regarding an 
altercation with a student. Should 
the headteacher be left suspended 
for months, and the local 
authority HR team be too busy 
to properly investigate the issues, 
the headteacher subject to that 
allegation could quite easily build 
a case that their treatment is unfair 
and there is no route back into the 
setting, despite no findings being 
made against them. 

This delay could give rise to a 
need to settle the case where, 
had a robust investigation taken 
place promptly and the evidence 

been gathered and acted upon, 

the headteacher could have been 

warned and returned to work, or 

if a more serious allegation, fairly 

dismissed.

Whilst the education sector is 

a rather niche area of Human 

Resources, established best practice 

guidance as set out under the ACAS 

code of practice on disciplinary 

and grievance procedures remains 

sufficiently robust to conduct fair 

disciplinary processes in education 

settings. Following them closely is 

the key. 

Employment law & 
the duties of teachers 
Due to the vulnerability of students, professionals who work in education are expected 
to operate and maintain high standards of conduct, ethics and safety due to their 
position of trust and power. Solicitor Dave Ward shares his best practice guidance and 
examples on what education employers and employees need to be aware of in relation 
to misconduct, dismissal and safeguarding of teachers and students. 

Best practice guidance

Pictured: Dave Ward is partner in the Employment team at Blacks Solicitors, for more  
information, please visit www.lawblacks.com/business/employment-law

http://www.rosehill.co.uk
http://www.lawblacks.com/business/employment-law
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The ISM 
DigestFifty years ago Anne Darby 

walked up the Chapel steps and 
bravely took her place in the 
pews amongst 522 boys. What a 
moment that was for Wellington 
School, Somerset, and what 
courage it must have taken to 
have been the first and only girl 
in the School!

The Headmaster at the time, Mr 
James Stredder commented; “A 
school should be co-educational 
because education must prepare 
students for life”.

The masters still called the boys 
by their surnames and addressed 

Anne as “Miss Darby”, with the 
exception of a few who addressed 
her as “Honorary Gentleman”.

At first apprehensive, she 
entered into the community and 
dissolved the barriers of mutual 
inhibitions. 

Now half a century later, the 
Wellington Sports Hall was 
transformed into a spectacular 
venue for a Gala Ball, when 350 
parents, current and former staff, 
governors and Old Wellingtonians 
gathered to celebrate fifty 
years of Wellington being a 
co-educational school. Friends 
old and new travelled from all 
across the globe to be part of 
the celebration, including Anne 
Darby herself! The guests enjoyed 
a delicious dinner from the 
school catering team, singing 
from former pupils, singing 
waiters, dancing to a live band 
and a fabulous auction. All funds 
raised will go towards the 1972 
Bursary Fund, which will enable 
children to access a Wellington 
education.

Celebrating 50 years of co-education  

Anne Darby with head Eugene du Toit
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Why it is so important to foster 
a love of sport in young pupils

The delivery of the sports curriculum 
in schools gives us as educators 
the unique potential to support 
whole-child development as well as 
encouraging our young people to 
be enthusiastic about sports in all 
its endeavours. Sport gives children 
the opportunity to be active which 
has many benefits on physical, social 
and mental health. Sports also bring 
people together from all over the 
world, regardless of their nationality, 
religion, culture, or skin colour. Its 
importance in our schools cannot be 
underestimated!

As educators it is our job to deliver 
active and engaging lessons 
where the children will learn many 
skills. Doing sports from a young 
age teaches children that being 
active keeps you strong and fitter 
physically but it’s also proven to help 
with developing a healthy mind. 
This has never been more important 
than it is now with the effects of 
lockdown. As well as increasing 

stamina and strength, regular 
exercise can make children more 
energetic, and therefore more able to 
concentrate in the classroom.

In doing PE in school the children 
are encouraged to be more socially 
aware – through communication, 
sharing and understanding – and 
foster emotional development, 
helping children develop confidence, 
self-awareness and motivation. The 
interactive and collaborative nature 
of PE can foster self-confidence, 
empathy and understanding by 
encouraging children to work 
together and support each other. 
Sport lessons can be brilliant for 
building children’s confidence and 
their social skills. It is a good way 
for them to form friendships and 
build relationships with their peers. 
In a sports team, everyone has a 
part to play, and even the quietest, 
shyest child can get involved and be 
part of the group. From team mates 
telling them they’ve done a great 

job to accepting new challenges and 
accomplishing goals, competitive 
sports can be a real boost to 
self-esteem. For certain children, 
becoming captain or leading a team 
can be a great way to discover their 
leadership qualities, and learning to 
manage and organise a team as well 
as being part of one.

Showing respect when playing 
sports is great for building children’s 
social skills and is a valuable life 
lesson that every child can benefit 
from. No matter how great a child 
is at sports, at some point they will 
experience losing, and by taking part 
in competitive sports classes they 
can learn to handle this in a safe, 
supportive environment. Learning 
to cope with failure is a lesson that 
can be essential in later life, from 
missing academic goals, to not 
getting a job interview. By learning 
that it’s okay to lose and being 
gracious and controlling emotions, 
they can develop their tolerance to 

stress and develop their character. 
Children can learn to congratulate 
the winners and think about how 
they can improve next time without 
taking it as a personal failure.

In conclusion learning and doing 
sports in primary-age schools 
is of the utmost importance 
and is the beginning of a life’s 
journey where children are 
given the knowledge, skills and 
understanding to be able to lead 
a happy, healthy and fulfilling 
life. Some of my finest memories 
of school are due to PE and 
high quality PE should be at 
the heart of a young person’s 
education. We are so lucky and 
privileged to have the gift to be 
able to facilitate this opportunity 
of providing sports in all of our 
schools and let’s see how many 
more sporting memories we can 
make for our young children 
today!

At a time when the opportunities for ‘unstructured play’ outside of 
school are disappearing in society, the importance of the delivery of 
physical education and sport in schools is greater than ever, suggests  
the Head of Highfield School, Berkshire, Joanna Leach...

Year 6 children at Kitebrook 
Preparatory School, Gloucestershire, 
are celebrating after a win at 
the Prep School Humanities 
Competition, The Winton Cup.

Ten pupils, aged between 10 and 
11, attended Stowe School’s annual 
contest to pit their skills against 16 
other preparatory schools, taking 
part in six education sessions 
involving Geography, History, 
Philosophy, Politics, Religion and 
History of Art.

The theme for this year’s Cup 
was ‘Climate Ambition’ with 
participants engaging in an 
exploration of the humanities, to 
begin to appreciate how they can 
learn to think creatively about 
climate issues. Guest Speaker, 
Dr Amy Munro-Faure, who is 
the Sustainability Coordinator at 

Cambridge University, was also 
there to inspire the children with 
her knowledge and experience 
from the Royal Society and 
Zoological Society of London.

The Kitebrook team seized the 
opportunity to step into the 
political debating chamber 
to propose climate change 
policies, investigate impacts of 
climate change, the power of 
art in protest, the history of the 
environmental movement and 
the different ways to approach 
and generate environmental 
solutions.

Kitebrook was awarded the Cup 
in recognition of the children 
demonstrating exceptional 
leadership qualities and empathy 
for humanitarian efforts, which 
aligned with the humanistic 

Cup Winners

Kitebrook Year 6 Winton Cup Winners Team with Stowe Head  
Dr Anthony Wallersteiner and Kitebrook teacher Rebecca Morris

principles of Sir Nicholas Winton 
MBE, the contest’s namesake.

Upper School Geography teacher 
Mrs Rebecca Morris said: “Our 
Year 6 team represented Kitebrook 

with exceptional integrity, and 

I am immensely proud of their 

outstanding efforts. They shone 

brightly among other children of 

great calibre”.

mailto:calibre%E2%80%9D.ads@independentschoolsmagazine.co.uk
mailto:calibre%E2%80%9D.ads@independentschoolsmagazine.co.uk
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Girls’ game gathers momentum
This summer (2022) Maia Bouchier, 
who attended Rugby School from 
2012 to 2016, was selected to play 
for the Southern Brave, representing 
Hampshire and Sussex in the 
Women’s Hundred.  She was also 
in the squad selected to play for 
England in the Women’s Ashes 
which took place in Australia in 
January.  

She is remembered at Rugby School 
as the pioneer of girls’ cricket (she’s 
still only 23!) and we follow her 
career with interest. During her 
time at Rugby she was the only 
girl playing cricket for the XI so 
when they went on tour, including 
to Dubai and Sri Lanka, we sent a 
female teacher with her. She said 
the boys were great company but 
she would put on headphones 
when they started talking about 
girls, and appreciated another 
woman to chat to!

How quickly things have changed. 
Girls’ cricket is one of the fastest 
growing sports in the UK and prep 
schools are starting to play it too. 
At Rugby, we host annual IAPS 
cricket tournaments (this year we 
are hosting the U11 girls) and we 
recently held a training session 
for 26 girls from Yorkshire U11s. 
Our sports scholarship programme 
(sport for everyone is in line with 
Our Whole Person Whole Point 
ethos, and we offer 25 sports) now 
extends to girls whose principal 
sport is cricket.

Once we saw how popular cricket 
was with the girls, and how 
proficient they were, we created a 
girls’ team, across all year groups 
and, such was the interest, we 
dropped rounders in the summer 
term to concentrate on cricket. 
We now have three teams (two for 
seniors, one for U15s) and expect 

to have a fourth one next summer. 
All girls joining the school are now 
offered the chance to play cricket 
and they have become so keen 
that we have introduced a weekly 
all-year training programme with a 
team of highly qualified coaches – 
men and women.

We have a growing number of girls 
who play on the county cricket 
pathways (two play for Middlesex, 
and three play for the Emerging 
Players’ Programme - two for 
Northamptonshire and one for 
Warwickshire) and we have great 
links with local clubs.

One of the challenges of 
encouraging any new team sport 
is finding enough schools – not 
too far away – with whom fixtures 
can be arranged. Fortunately, with 
many other schools now fielding 
girls’ teams, we have a full card 
for this term – the 1st XI have 11 
fixtures planned and the U15As 
have six, including national cup 
matches.  

Cricket is a great game whether 
you are boy or a girl. I played for 
Coventry Ladies myself before I had 
children (and my teenage daughter 
now plays). It incorporates a 
number of technical skills - batting, 
bowling and fielding - and, even if 
you haven’t mastered all three, you 
are of value to the team.  

Cricket can also be played as a 
mixed sport, which, as Director of 

Sport at a co-ed school, I welcome. 

We often train our boys and girls 

together and have found that there 

isn’t a huge amount of difference 

in coaching them. We work on the 

same techniques for both, although 

there are subtle differences in the 

types of shots that are played in 

boys’ and girls’ games, probably 

due to the greater speed of 

bowling by the boys (at the time of 

writing.)  

So far this term, our 1st XI girls’ 

sides have played seven games 

and won five. And their captain, 

Georgia Irving, has scored two 

centuries. Bravo!   

Like all team sports, cricket helps 

children to develop discipline and 

cooperation, to understand the 

rules and play fairly, and to learn 

that competition means being 

magnanimous and gracious in both 

victory and defeat.  Like the rest of 

the country, we shall be enjoying 

National Cricket Week (27 June – 1 

July) and hoping that more girls 

take up this wonderful sport.  

FOCUS ON CRICKET

Report by Debbie Skene, Director of Sport at Rugby School

Debbie Skene 
Director of Sport, Rugby School

Michael Powell, holding the cricket bat, is a former Warwickshire County Cricket captain. 
He is a Housemaster at Rugby School and runs the cricket programme for the School

King Edward VI School, Hampshire, 
and its preparatory Stroud School 
have signed up as Official School 
Partners of Hampshire Cricket and 
Official Supporters of The Ageas 
Bowl for a further two years.

During the partnership in recent 
years, Hampshire Cricket Pathway 
participants have both trained 
and played fixtures at the school’s 
Wellington Sports Grounds. 
The Hampshire Cricket Pathway 
comprises approximately 800 
children across four regions within 
Hampshire – North, West, Central, 
and South East, with each region 
consisting of seven youth squads 
from Under 7s to Under 15s.

King Edward’s support of cricket 
goes further as a host venue for 
cricketing charitable provision 
provided through the MCC 
foundation, the Lord’s Taverner’s 
‘Wicketz’ programme and most 
recently the newly formed 
City Scorchers, all providing 
opportunities for talented young 
cricketers from all backgrounds in 
the City of Southampton.

Head of Cricket Alex Penn said: 
“This is an exciting time for 
cricket in both schools with the 
continued growth of girls’ cricket, 
on top of the well-established 
boys’ programmes. This partnership 
will not only support our whole 

Partnership Renewal 

Pictured (from left): Alex Penn – Head of Cricket; Tom James – Head of Sales and Commercial 
Partnerships, The Ageas Bowl; Dan Kent – Director of Sport, King Edward VI School; and Jack 
Parker – Director of Sport, Stroud School, Romsey

programme but provide great 
inspiration for our most talented 
performers. We are delighted that 

both schools and our students 
will continue to benefit from this 
partnership.”
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The Hundred -  
high drama beckons
Felsted School, Essex, head of 
Girls’ Cricket Carla Rudd, will 
again turn out for The Southern 
Brave, the team The Invincibles 
beat in 2021’s nail-biting final of 
The Hundred – the professional 
100-ball tournament launched last 
year which was instantly popular 
for its fast-paced format and high 
drama. 

‘The Hundred is going from 
strength to strength,’ says Carla, 
who has played county cricket 
for Sussex since the age of 11. ‘It 
creates such a buzz that I’m sure 
even more girls will want to get 
involved in the game.’

Aspirational Pathway
A Shropshire school is stepping 
up its cricket development 
programme this summer after its 
success in trialling a profiling and 
awards scheme last year.

Ellesmere College, Shropshire, 
embraced the Cricket 
Development Programme with 
Academy Pathway in 2021 – a 
programme which focuses on 
individual player development 
by delivering enjoyment, 
opportunities and challenge.

The College trialled the scheme 
for all ages from Year 3 up and 
focussed on the programme again 
when the season got underway - 
whilst at the same time launching 
their new kit.

Director of Cricket at Ellesmere 
College, Gareth Owen, said: 
“The pathway trial was a great 
success. A large number of boys 
and girls receive their certificates 
as a milestone to the start of 
their cricket journey through the 
pathway.

“The school aims to provide 
talented young cricketers with 
the chance to receive top-
level coaching and playing 
opportunities in outstanding 
surroundings and facilities whilst 
furthering their education.

“Any boy or girl wishing to play 
cricket has the opportunity to do 
so and anyone aspiring to become 

a county and/or professional 
cricketer has the opportunity to 
progress.”

The aspirational School Cricket 
Pathway has resulted in a number 
of the school’s students achieving 
representational call-ups.

More than 20 players have 
been identified for the county 
or district pathway selection 
process and Ellesmere College was 
prominent in the county and club 
awards scene.

Girls’ cricket continues to progress 
and school history was made 
when two girls, Georgia Munro 
and Emily Ashley, played in the 
1st XI cricket team against the 
MCC last year.

Unity Statement at Lords
Scarborough College’s Headmaster 
Mr Guy Emmett, Head of School 
Chidera Olalere and Sixth Form 
pupil Emily Hazledine were invited 
to present the Unity Statement 
during the first men’s Test Match of 
the summer between England and 
New Zealand.

The Unity Statement saw 
representatives from across the 
country’s religious spectrum as 
well as the England and Wales 
Cricket Board contribute in support 
of making cricket more inclusive. 
It sets out the faith leaders’ and 
ECB’s collective commitment 
to eliminating discrimination, 
advancing equity and bringing 
together people from different 
nationalities, cultures, and religions.

The decision to include Scarborough 
College came when the founder of 
the Unity Statement, Mr Mohammed 
Sadiq Patel, toured the school earlier 
this year. On his visit, Mr Patel was 
impressed by a diverse school that 
educates children from over 30 
different countries, that is open to 
different religions and is passionate 
about the sport.

Mr Emmett said: ‘I feel very lucky 
to work at our school and the 
values we stand for. Today I saw 
our pupils speak with passion, 
eloquence and integrity. They were 
nervous, in front of over 20,000 
people at the Home of Cricket and 
being filmed on Sky TV. However, I 
couldn’t have been prouder as they 
spent time amongst wonderful faith 
and community leaders.’

From left:  Mr Guy Emmett, Head of School Chidera Olalere, film actor and chair of 
Green Park Foundation Colin Salmon, and  Sixth Form pupil Emily Hazledine

More information about the Unity Statement can be found on the ECB’s Website:  
https://www.ecb.co.uk/news/2638642/the-unity-statement

https://www.ecb.co.uk/news/2638642/the-unity-statement
mailto:ads@independentschoolsmagazine.co.uk
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“You probably won’t remember 
me,” said a young woman 
standing in front of me at the 
recent AMCIS Impact Award 
Dinners. “I met you at the last 
AMCIS conference and you were 
really kind to me. I didn’t know 
anyone there and didn’t know 
what to expect, but you were 
very helpful and encouraging.”

When I was asked to write about 
my time at the recent AMCIS 
conference, it was this chance 
meeting that came to mind. As 
it happened, I did remember the 
meeting almost three years ago 
and I was delighted to know that 
I had helped her, in the same way 
many of my AMCIS colleagues 
have helped me over the years.

During my career, the AMCIS 
conference has always been a 
highlight of the year. This annual 
opportunity to meet colleagues, 
swap ideas and learn more about 
the independent school sector has 
been of real benefit to me, and to 
the schools I have worked with.

I am a huge believer in 
Continued Professional 
Development and always come 
away from these events feeling 
refreshed, renewed and inspired. 
This latest AMCIS Conference 
was no exception.

Over the two days, we 
were treated to a first-class 
programme of informative and 

inspiring sessions. There were 
excellent keynote speakers. 
Bianca Miller-Cole, serial 
entrepreneur, Sunday Times 
bestselling author & past finalist 
on The Apprentice, kicked off 
events with her inspiring take 
on branding. Nick Saunders, 
specialist in collaboration & 
conflict resolution, showed 
how to work together more 
effectively. And Danny Crates, 
Paralympic gold medallist, 
TV Presenter & International 
motivational speaker presented 
the IMPACT Awards.

On Day Two, Michael Bond, 
Headmaster of Brentwood 
School Culture and Lord Black, 
Deputy Chair, Telegraph Media 
Group and former Director of 
Communications, Conservative 
Central Office, talked us through 
the importance of culture and 
communication respectively.

Throw in the beautiful lakeside 
setting and the early morning 
wellbeing sessions and you can 
understand why the conference 
was such a huge hit with 
delegates.

But for me, the key takeaway 
from the event was that renewed 
feeling of community. The 
pandemic hit us all hard, not 
just professionally but also 
personally. The challenges and 
opportunities it brought were 

beautifully highlighted in a 
video by Eye Films shown at the 
very start of the conference. It 
featured colleagues sharing their 
frustrations and victories and, as 
the audience watched, a sense 
of mutual understanding and 
support filled the room.

As admissions and marketing 
professionals, we tend to be a 
sociable bunch. We have to be; 
it’s a fundamental part of the 
job. Dealing with prospective 
families, showing them around 
our schools, meeting with agents 
at home or abroad; this all 
requires a certain openness, a 
welcoming personality, a genuine 
interest in the other person.

And yet, at the same time, our 
roles can sometimes feel quite 
isolated. Often, we have to 
walk the tightrope between the 
demands of teaching colleagues 
and external business needs. 
Talking to other delegates, it was 
apparent that many feel the gap 
between admissions and marketing 
teams and the common room has 
widened over recent years.

Covid robbed us of many 
things, including face-to-face 
contact with colleagues, both 
teaching and non-teaching. 
Relationships became frayed 
and communication was more 
important than ever.

Over the last few years, the team 

at AMCIS worked extremely hard 
to maintain a sense of community. 
They held regular online events 
and networking sessions, and 
offered informal chats and support 
to those colleagues struggling with 
the many challenges they were 
facing. These valiant efforts were 
greatly appreciated by everyone 
who took part.

However, there is nothing like 
meeting up with colleagues in 
real life.

That brief conversation at dinner 
reminded me how much we 
encourage each other in this 
profession, how we share our 
ideas and support and how hard 
AMCIS has worked to maintain 
this sense of community.

It is this sharing of experiences 
which really stands out for me. 
And the AMCIS conference was a 
perfect example of this.

A sharing experience
Jenny Dinning, Director of External Relations at Bootham School, York and 
Board Member of AMCIS, looks back at the recent AMCIS* Conference.  

With AMCIS in Conference

* AMCIS is a membership association which supports and advances the professional expertise of all those who work in independent 
school admissions, marketing and communications. It has over 500 schools and more than 2000 individuals within its membership.

Jenny Dinning

The AMCIS IMPACT Award winners celebrating with awards ceremony host, Paralympian Danny Crates, and AMCIS chair Oli Adams 
Credit Navy Studios School Photography

IMPACT award winners
Admissions Initiative IMPACT Award 
– Scarborough College

Branding IMPACT Award –  
Tonbridge School

Communications IMPACT Award – 
Royal Hospital School

Digital IMPACT Award –  
Minerva’s Virtual Academy

Partnership/Outreach IMPACT Award 
– The King’s School, Gloucester

Small Budget IMPACT Award 
– Ipswich Prep School

Ipswich Prep School won the Small 
Budget category for their campaign 
Hidden Gem – putting Ipswich Prep 
School on the relocation map





Uniform 
that speaks 
for itself

www.perryuniform.co.uk

Perry Uniform is a full service 
school uniform and sports kit 
supplier with an extensive range  
of services that make us a natural 
choice as your uniform supplier.

We work alongside our schools  
to deliver exceptional 
performance to parents, tailoring 
our services to meet the needs of 
both school and parent alike.

Offering the convenience of  
on-line, showroom and shop as 
a truly integrated and multi-
channel shopping service is just 
one of the many benefits of 
working in partnership with Perry 
Uniform.

Call us on 0113 238 9520 or email 
info@perryuniform.co.uk today 
and find out how we can work 
with you and your school.

https://www.perryuniform.co.uk
mailto:info@perryuniform.co.uk

